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Abstract
Harsanyi type structures, the device traditionally used to model players’ beliefs in
games, generate infinite hierarchies of beliefs. Can the standard framework nevertheless
be used to model situations in which players potentially have a finite depth of reasoning?
This paper extends the Harsanyi framework to allow for higher-order uncertainty about
players’ depth of reasoning. The basic principle is that players with a finite depth of
reasoning cannot distinguish states that differ only in players’ beliefs at high orders. I
apply the new framework to the electronic mail game of Rubinstein (1989). Coordination
on the Pareto-efficient action is possible when there is higher-order uncertainty about
players’ depth of reasoning, unlike in the standard case, provided that one player thinks
it is sufficiently likely that the other player has a finite (though potentially very high)
depth of reasoning. Finally, I construct a type space that allows for bounded reasoning
that contains the universal type space (which generates all infinite belief hierarchies) as a
subspace, showing that the present framework fully generalizes the Harsanyi formalism.
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Introduction

In many economic contexts, an agent’s payoff depends on his own action, the actions of
others, and perhaps some unknown state of nature. A rational player chooses a best response
to whatever belief she may have about the actions of the other players, that is, her firstorder beliefs. But, if she expects that the others’ choice depend on their beliefs about their
opponents’ actions (as in the case when her opponents’ are rational), then she also has to think
about her opponents’ first-order beliefs—and so on, to arbitrarily high orders (cf. Harsanyi,
1967–1968).
Such higher-order beliefs can affect economic conclusions. Higher-order uncertainty about
the seller’s information, for example, can lead to a breakdown of the Coase conjecture (Feinberg
and Skrzypacz, 2005), and whether a game has multiple equilibria may depend on players’
higher-order beliefs (Carlsson and van Damme, 1993). Also, full rent extraction in auctions is
possible under certain forms on higher-order uncertainty but not others (Neeman, 2004).1
How to model these beliefs? Strategic models traditionally use Harsanyi type structures.
Each type in a Harsanyi type structure is associated with a belief about the state of nature
and the other players’ types. Each type thus generates an infinite hierarchy of beliefs: Since
each type has a belief about the state of nature, i.e., a first-order belief, a type’s belief over
the other players’ types induces a belief both about the state of nature and about the other
players’ beliefs about the state of nature, that is, a second-order belief. Following this logic,
we see that each type induces a kth-order belief for any k, so that each type can be viewed as
having an infinite depth of reasoning.
But while the logic of the Harsanyi framework requires that a player’s reasoning about other
players’ beliefs continues indefinitely, limited cognitive resources generally force it to stop at
some finite order. And, even if a player can reason about others’ beliefs at (sufficiently) high
orders, she may be uncertain whether other players can do so, whether other players believe
that their opponents can do so, and so on. That is, players’ depth of reasoning can be bounded,
and there is higher-order uncertainty about players’ reasoning abilities.
How does such higher-order uncertainty affect rational behavior? As every Harsanyi type
generates an infinite hierarchy of belief, this question can only be addressed in a richer framework.2 This paper therefore develops a framework that explicitly allows for the possibility
that players have a bounded depth of reasoning. The basic idea is that a player who does
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not reason about other players’ beliefs at very high orders cannot distinguish states of the
world that differ only in others’ beliefs at these orders. This approach, which extends the
notion of “small worlds” of Savage (1954) to strategic settings, naturally leads to a class of
type structures, called extended type structures, that contains the Harsanyi type structures.
More specifically, each type in an extended type structure is associated with a belief (probability measure) about the state of nature and the types of other players, as in the Harsanyi
framework, but the beliefs of different types can now be defined on different σ-algebras.3 A
σ-algebra is the collection of events a type can form beliefs about, so if a type’s belief about
the other players’ types is defined on a coarse σ-algebra, then the type cannot make very fine
distinctions when it comes to others’ beliefs.
As an illustration, suppose that there are two players, Ann and Bob. Suppose the belief of
a type ta for Ann over Bob’s types is defined on the (trivial) σ-algebra that does not distinguish
any types for Bob (i.e., the type’s σ-algebra is {T b , ∅}, where T b is the set of types for Bob).
In that case, the only aspects of Bob’s beliefs the type ta can form beliefs about are those
that are common to all types for Bob. In particular, if there is uncertainty about Bob’s belief
about the state of nature, then ta cannot form beliefs about any nontrivial first-order belief for
Bob, so that the type does not have second-order beliefs. On the other hand, if the σ-algebra
for ta distinguishes the types for Bob that have different beliefs over the state of nature, then
ta can reason about Bob’s first-order beliefs, so that it has a well-articulated second-order
belief. Generally, a type’s depth of reasoning equals k < ∞ if the type has a well-articulated
kth-order belief, but it cannot distinguish types for the other player that differ only in their
beliefs at higher orders.
While this extends the Harsanyi framework in a natural way, it does not yet allow us to
analyze the effects of players’ limited depth of reasoning in the same straightforward way as
the implications of players’ higher-order beliefs can be studied in the Harsanyi framework.
The Harsanyi framework provides a description of players’ higher-order beliefs that is entirely
implicit—i.e., does not make reference to players’ higher-order beliefs—whereas the depth of
reasoning of a type is inherently a property of the belief hierarchy it induces. This suggests
that the framework can retain the tractability of the Harsanyi formalism only if the depth of
types can be characterized without making reference to the belief hierarchies.
The methodological contribution of the paper is that it provides such a characterization.
Theorem 4.3 shows that the depth of reasoning for a type can be determined using a simple
iterative procedure. Roughly, a type has a high depth of reasoning if the type can form beliefs
3
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about the beliefs of other players defined on σ-algebras that correspond to a high depth of
reasoning. The depth of types is thus defined recursively, starting with the types associated
with the coarsest σ-algebras. This means that the depth of a type can be determined from
the type structure alone, without explicitly describing the belief hierarchies.
Just like the Harsanyi framework makes it possible to model players’ infinite belief hierarchies implicitly, by specifying types and beliefs about types, the current framework therefore
provides an implicit description of players’ finite and infinite hierarchies of beliefs, including
higher-order uncertainty about others’ depth of reasoning, by specifying types, beliefs about
types, and a collection of σ-algebras on each set of types. Theorem 5.2 makes precise the
sense in which the current formalism generalizes the Harsanyi framework. It shows that there
is a structure that allows for bounded reasoning which embeds every Harsanyi type structure.
In particular, it contains the universal type space of Mertens and Zamir (1985) which generates all infinite hierarchies of beliefs. This establishes that the extended type structures fully
generalize the Harsanyi framework.
I apply the new framework to the electronic mail game of Rubinstein (1989). In the
electronic mail game, two players exchange messages about their beliefs about the payoffs in a
coordination game for a finite number of rounds, so that each player knows the payoffs, knows
that each player knows the payoffs, and so on, for a potentially large but finite number of
iterations. Rubinstein shows the counterintuitive result that the Pareto-efficient action is not
rationalizable when that action is risk-dominated, regardless of the number of messages sent.
However, this result depends critically on the assumption that players are able to make
complicated inferences the higher-order beliefs of the other player. I show that if a type
assigns sufficiently high probability to the event that the other player has a finite depth of
reasoning, then there is a finite number of messages M such that players can rationally choose
the Pareto-efficient action whenever at least M messages have been sent, even if both players
in fact have an infinite depth of reasoning.4 The intuition is precisely that if a player believes
it is sufficiently likely that the other player does not make arbitrarily complex deductions,
then he may believe that the other player is willing to choose the Pareto-efficient action, so
that it is rational for him to choose the Pareto-efficient action as well, even if he has an infinite
depth of reasoning.
The framework developed here is complementary to models of bounded reasoning that have
been used to explain strategic behavior in a wide range of experiments, such as cognitivehierarchy models and models of level-k reasoning.5 In these models, each player is endowed
4
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with a set of “cognitive types.” A cognitive type specifies the player’s beliefs about other
players’ cognitive types, where each player believes that other players have a lower cognitive
type than he does. Each cognitive type plays a best response to its beliefs about the actions
of other players, except the so-called level-0 type, which have no beliefs.
An important difference between level-k models and the present approach is that there
is no clear separation between types and decision rules in level-k models. These models
therefore do no not provide a framework to describe players’ belief hierarchies per se, unlike
extended type structures, but rather offer a behavioral model based on intuitive assumptions
on players’ reasoning processes. This makes it difficult to separate the implications of higherorder uncertainty from the effects of different behavioral assumptions in these models.6
Level-k models thus provide a framework that offers an intuitive explanation for experimental behavior in a large class of games, while the present formalism makes it possible to
isolate the implications of higher-order uncertainty about others’ depth of reasoning within a
framework that is otherwise completely standard, without committing to a specific behavioral
model.
The next section provides an informal discussion of the framework and applies it to the
electronic mail game; the formal treatment begins in Section 3. The related literature is
discussed in Section 6, and Section 7 concludes.

2
2.1

Heuristic treatment
Unbounded reasoning

Higher-order uncertainty can affect what actions a player can rationally choose, even if
that is not always intuitive. As an illustration, consider the following example, based on the
electronic mail game of Rubinstein (1989).7 Ann (denoted a) and Bob (b) play a coordination
game with two actions, A (“attack”) and N (“not attack”), with the payoffs to each action
given in Figure 2.1(a). There is uncertainty about payoffs. The payoff θ of coordinating on A
is either smaller or greater than the payoff to the other action, taking the values θ1 = −2 or
θ2 = 1.
Players have a common prior which gives equal probability to both realizations of θ. Bob
Camerer et al. (2004), and Crawford and Iriberri (2007). Strzalecki (2009), Rogers, Palfrey, and Camerer
(2009), and Heifetz and Kets (2010) provide generalizations.
6
In particular, level-k models require the modeler to specify the behavior of the level-0 types; this is not
necessary in the present framework, as no assumptions are made a priori about the relation between a player’s
depth and his actions or his beliefs about others’ actions.
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Figure 2.1: (a) The payoff matrix, where θ is either θ1 = −2 or θ2 = 1; (b) The Harsanyi
type structure. The solid and dashed lines represent the types for Ann and Bob, respectively,
where ti` is the type for player i that has sent ` messages. The white dot (◦) is the state of the
world at which θ = θ1 , and the numbers are the posterior beliefs of each type. For example,
1
types ta0 and tb0 assign probability 1+ε
and 1 to (θ1 , ta0 , tb0 ), respectively.
knows the parameter, and if the parameter is θ = θ2 , he automatically sends a message to Ann
to inform her. Ann then responds automatically to confirm the receipt of the message, and so
on. Each message is lost with some small but positive probability ε. Each player knows the
number of messages he has sent, but does not know whether the other player received his or
her last message
b
a
i, where THa = {ta0 , ta1 , . . .}
, βH
This defines a Harsanyi type structure, denoted by hTHa , THb , βH
is the set of types for Ann, and type ta` has sent ` messages; see Figure 2.1(b) for an illustration.
a
is a measurable function that assigns to each type for Ann a belief about
The belief map βH
a a
the parameter θ and Bob’s type, so that βH
(t` ) is the belief of a type ta` for Ann over the
payoff parameter and Bob’s types, and similarly for Bob.
Each type generates an infinite hierarchy of beliefs: Type tb0 for Bob, for instance, believes
that θ = θ1 , which is the type’s first-order belief. Moreover, type tb0 believes that θ = θ1 and
that Ann assigns probability 1/(1 + ε) to θ1 , which defines the type’s second-order belief, and
so on. Measurability of the belief maps implies that these hierarchies are well defined.
Suppose both players are rational, believe that the other is rational, and so on. What actions
can they choose? Clearly, if Bob believes (with probability 1) that θ = θ1 < 0 (i.e., his type
is tb0 ), then the rational choice for him is to play N . But what if Bob has sent two messages
(i.e., his type is tb2 ), so that he believes that θ = θ2 and believes that Ann believes this, so
that coordinating on A is Pareto-efficient? Is it rational for him to choose A?
The answer is no. If Bob has sent (precisely) two messages, then he thinks it is likely that
Ann thinks it is likely that he thinks it is likely that Ann thinks it is likely that θ = θ1 . In
that case, he thinks it is likely that Ann thinks it is likely that he thinks it is likely that Ann
chooses N (which is the rational choice if she thinks it is likely that θ = θ1 ), and therefore,
6

he thinks it is likely that Ann thinks it is likely that he chooses N . Since N is the rational
choice for Ann if she thinks it is likely that Bob chooses N , type tb2 for Bob thinks it is likely
that Ann plays N , in which case the unique rational choice for him is to play N . Indeed, the
same argument applies no matter how many messages have been sent:
Theorem (Rubinstein, 1989) The unique rationalizable action for each player is N , regardless of the number of messages that have been exchanged.
Rubinstein calls this result “paradoxical,” and suggests that the problem lies in the fact that
players have well-articulated beliefs at all orders. Can the Harsanyi framework be extended to
allow reasoning to stop at some finite order? And can this lead to more intuitive predictions?

2.2

Small worlds

To answer these questions, we need to think about what it means if a player does not
form a belief about other players’ higher-order beliefs. In the context of single-person decision
theory, Savage (1954) suggested that a decision-maker who does not reason about all aspects
of a situation reasons within a small world, where “a state of [a small] world corresponds not
to one state of [a larger world], but to a set of states” (Savage, 1954, p. 9, emph. added). In
that case, the decision-maker has a coarse perception of the choice situation, as he does not
distinguish states of the world that differ only in details he does not reason about.
In the current strategic context, the interest is in the perception of higher-order beliefs. A
coarse perception of a player’s higher-order beliefs corresponds to a coarse perception of his
type, where a coarse perception can be modeled using σ-algebras, i.e., the collection of events
a player can form beliefs about. If a type for Ann, for example, does not reason about Bob’s
beliefs at some order, then that type’s belief is defined on a σ-algebra that does not separate
types for Bob that induce belief hierarchies which differ only at high orders.

2.3

Extended type structures

The above discussion suggests that higher-order uncertainty about players’ depth of reasoning can be modeled with a type structure in which the beliefs of types of a given player are
possibly defined on different σ-algebras. As before, suppose that there are two players, Ann
(a) and Bob (b), and let Θ be the set of states of nature.
Then, an extended type structure is a structure
hT a , T b , χa , χb , (Σak )k∈N∪{∞} , (Σbk )k∈N∪{∞} i,

7

(2.1)

where T a and T b are the sets of types for Ann and Bob, which can be taken to be countable
here, and Σak and Σbk are σ-algebras on T a and T b , respectively, for each k ∈ N ∪ {∞}. Assume
that Σa1 is the trivial σ-algebra on the type set T a , and that Σa∞ is the σ-algebra containing
all subsets of T a , that is, its power set. Similarly, Σb1 and Σb∞ are the trivial σ-algebra on T b
and its power set. The set of states of nature Θ can be taken to be countable for the purposes
of this section, and is endowed with some σ-algebra ΣΘ .
The function χa maps each of Ann’s types ta ∈ T a to a probability space χa (ta ) = (Θ ×
T b , Σa (ta ), β a (ta )), where Σa (ta ) = ΣΘ ⊗ Σbk is a σ-algebra on the product space Θ × T b for
some k ∈ N ∪ {∞}.8 The function χb is defined analogously. If Σa (ta ) = ΣΘ ⊗ Σbk for some
type ta for Ann, then Σbk represents her perception of Bob’s type. The perception of a type
determines its depth of reasoning, as discussed below, that is, the order up to which the type
can form beliefs. This means that a countable collection of σ-algebras on each type set suffices.
Finally, note that there need not be any type for Ann with a particular perception Σbk , and
similarly for Bob. This means that the assumption that the collection of σ-algebras on a type
set includes the trivial σ-algebra and the power set is in fact without loss of generality. The
role of such “virtual” perceptions is discussed below.
Extended type structures satisfy a number of conditions (beyond those listed here) that
ensure that the σ-algebras on the types represent possible perceptions of higher-order beliefs.
If that is the case, then the depth of reasoning of a type can be determined directly from the
relations between the σ-algebras, as discussed next.

2.4

Depth of reasoning

How does a type’s perception determine its depth of reasoning? It will be instructive to
focus on a subclass of structures where the intuition is especially clear.
The notion of dominance will be useful in defining this class of structures. Say that a
σ-algebra Σik on the type set T i of player i dominates the σ-algebra Σjm on the type set T j of
the other player, denoted Σik  Σjm , if for every event E in ΣΘ ⊗ Σjm and p ∈ [0, 1], it holds
that
{ti ∈ T i : E ∈ Σi (ti ), β i (ti )(E) ≥ p} ∈ Σik .
That is, if the perception Σak dominates Σbm , for example, then Bob can form beliefs about the
beliefs for Ann about his type that can be expressed in terms of the events in Σbm whenever
his perception of Ann’s type is at least as fine as Σak .
8
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We can now define the class of extended type structures we focus on here. Consider
an extended type structure such that the perception Σak+1 is the coarsest perception that
dominates Σbk , for every k ∈ N. Assume that there is no k < ∞ such that Σa` = Σak for all
` ≥ k (the formal treatment allows for the general case). Likewise for the σ-algebras (Σbk )k on
the type set T b . Note that all perceptions are well defined, since the perceptions Σa1 and Σb1
are fixed to be the trivial σ-algebras.
What is the depth of reasoning of a type in such a structure? To answer that question, we
of course need to define the depth of reasoning of a type. At this point it is not possible to
give a precise definition, but the idea is intuitive. Informally, a type has an infinite depth (of
reasoning) if the type induces a kth-order belief for every k; a type has a finite depth k if
induces a kth-order belief, but no belief at higher orders.
While the depth of a type is defined in terms of the belief hierarchy it induces, it can
be characterized in terms of the coarseness of its perception of others’ types. This is done
using the rank of perceptions. Start with the trivial σ-algebras. If a perception Σbm (of Bob’s
types) Ann does not dominate the trivial σ-algebra on T a , then its rank equals 1; otherwise
it is at least 2. Likewise with a and b interchanged. In the next step, the perception with
rank at least 2 can be bounded further by checking whether it dominates a perception that
dominates the trivial σ-algebra (i.e., a perception of rank at least 2), and so on. The rank of
the power sets Σa∞ and Σb∞ is defined to be infinite. Given the way the procedure is set up,
it is straightforward to show that two perceptions (on a given type set) have the same rank if
and only if they are identical (Lemma 3.1).
Since the interest is in the depth of types, rather than the properties of perceptions per
se, one might ask why this procedure orders perceptions, as opposed to directly ordering the
types. The reason is that all perceptions are important for determining the depth of types,
as discussed below, including the “virtual” perceptions, that is, perceptions such that there is
no type with that perception. Applying a similar procedure to the types, therefore, does not
always yield the types’ depth of reasoning.
There is a direct relation between the depth of a type and the rank of its perception
(Proposition 3.2 and Theorem 4.3):
If the rank of the perception of a type equals k, then the type has depth k.
The ordering of the perceptions in terms of their ranks thus translates into an ordering of the
types in terms of their depth. The value of this result is that it characterizes the depth of
a type—that is, a property of the belief hierarchy it induces—in terms of a property of its
perception, i.e., a σ-algebra. The rank of a type’s perception, in turn, is determined by the
9

rank of the perceptions it dominates, so that a perception has a high rank if it dominates
perceptions of a high rank. Starting from the coarsest σ-algebras Σa1 and Σb1 on T a and T b ,
respectively, it is therefore possible to derive the depth of any type using a simple iterative
procedure based on the dominance relations. The virtual perceptions thus serve to give the
other perceptions the appropriate rank.
The intuition behind the result is the following. Recall that the perceptions Σa1 and Σb1
are the trivial σ-algebras on T a and T b , respectively. Assume for simplicity that Σa1 does not
dominate Σb1 , and Σb1 does not dominate Σa1 (the formal treatment considers the general case).
By construction, the σ-algebra Σa2 of Ann’s types contains all subsets of types for Ann that
can be characterized in terms of their belief over the set of states of nature Θ (as Σa2  Σb1 ).
A type for Bob with perception at least as fine as Σa2 can thus form beliefs about Ann’s firstorder belief, so that its depth is at least 2. Likewise for Σb2 . Going further, the σ-algebra Σa3
contains all subsets of types for Ann that can be characterized in terms of their beliefs over
the set of states of nature and Bob’s beliefs about the state of nature (since Σa3 dominates Σb2 ,
and Σb2 dominates Σa3 ). A type for Bob with perception at least as fine as Σa3 can therefore
reason about Ann’s second-order belief, so that the type has depth at least 3. Again, likewise
for Σb3 . A perception of the type set T a thus groups together types for Ann that coincide in
their belief up to some fixed order, and similarly for a perception of T b . This holds for the
perceptions of actual types as well as for virtual perceptions.
In this subclass of extended type structures, there is a direct relation between the perceptions of types and the perceptions of higher-order beliefs, as sketched above (though the
intuition carries over to the general case). The result that relates the depth of a type and the
rank of its perception, however, uses only the following properties:
Filtrations: For each k ∈ N, it holds that Σak+1 ⊇ Σak and Σbk+1 ⊇ Σbk . Moreover, Σak ⊆ Σa∞
for all k.
Strict refinements and dominance: If Σak+1 is a strict refinement of Σak , then there is a
σ-algebra Σbm that is undominated by Σak such that Σak+1 dominates Σbm . Likewise with
a and b interchanged.
Ordering: Suppose Σak ( Σa∞ . If Σbm dominates Σak , then Σak does not dominate Σbm . Moreover, if Σbm dominates every perception Σak that is a proper subset of the power set Σa∞ ,
then Σak dominates Σb∞ . Similarly with a and b interchanged.
Mutual dominance: The perception Σa∞ dominates Σb∞ and vice versa.
Every extended type structure satisfies these properties (by definition; see Section 3). Theorem 4.3 shows that these properties are sufficient to determine the depth of types also for
10

the general case. Importantly, the properties refer only to the σ-algebras on the type sets;
they do not refer to the hierarchies of beliefs induced by the types. Proposition 5.1 and
Theorem 5.2 characterize the relation between Harsanyi type structures and extended type
structures, showing that the present framework fully generalizes the Harsanyi formalism.
Why are the properties listed above natural in the current context? The first property says
that the σ-algebras on a given type set form a filtration: each σ-algebra is either coarser or
finer than another one. This is an intuitive property, as the σ-algebras on a type set represent
perceptions of higher-order beliefs in this framework. Since there is a complete order on the
perceptions of higher-order beliefs (that is, the depth of belief hierarchies), it is reasonable
if there is a complete order on the σ-algebras as well.9 The second property, in conjunction
with the first, says that a finer perception dominates a strictly larger set of perceptions than
a coarser one. These two properties are the essential ingredients for showing that there is a
one-to-one relation between the σ-algebras on a type set and the rank (Lemma 3.1).
The third property says that a type for Ann with a coarse perception Σbm of Bob’s type can
only form beliefs about Bob’s belief about Ann’s belief that are expressible in a perception
that is strictly coarser than Σbm (as Σbm  Σak implies that Σak does not dominate Σbm ); and
likewise for the types for Bob with a coarse perception. A type with a coarse perception
therefore has a coarse perception of Bob’s higher-order beliefs, as we would like.
The fourth property states that a type for Ann with perception Σb∞ can form beliefs about
Bob’s beliefs over her types expressible in Σa∞ (as Σb∞  Σa∞ ), and therefore about his beliefs
about her beliefs about his types expressible in Σb∞ (as Σa∞  Σa∞ ), and so on; likewise for
types for Bob with perception Σa∞ . This means that types with a fine perception of types have
a fine perception of higher-order beliefs. Again, this is precisely what we want.
While these properties are natural when perceptions of types represent perceptions of
higher-order beliefs, it is an open question whether these properties are necessary to determine
the depth of reasoning of types. However, it seems that any structure that models higher-order
uncertainty in this way should have the intuitive feature that σ-algebras group together types
that coincide in their beliefs up to some order, as in the case considered here.
Now that we can determine the depth of reasoning of types, we can revisit the electronic
mail game, to study the potential implications of higher-order uncertainty of others’ depth of
reasoning.
9

This is not a logical necessity, however, as there can be redundant types. If there are redundant types in
a structure, then this property says that for any pair of redundant types, there is some minimum rank r ≤ ∞
such that all perceptions of rank at least r distinguish the types.
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2.5

The electronic mail game revisited

Recall that coordinating on the action A is not rationalizable in the electronic mail game
if both players have an infinite depth of reasoning, believe that the other has an infinite depth
of reasoning, and so on. How does that change when there is higher-order uncertainty about
players’ depth of reasoning?
2.5.1

Bounded reasoning

We will consider an extended type structure that is a slight modification of the Harsanyi
type structure discussed in Section 2.1. In particular, one player has an infinite depth of
reasoning in every state of the world, while the other player may have both a finite or infinite
depth of reasoning. This means that there is higher-order uncertainty: even if both players
have an infinite depth of reasoning, one of them may think it is possible that the other has a
finite depth, or may believe that the other thinks this is possible, and so on.
The extended type structure is defined as follows. The type sets for Ann and Bob are
T∗a := {ta`,k : ` = 0, 1, . . . , k ∈ N ∪ {∞}}
and
T∗b := {tb`,∞ : ` ∈ N},
respectively. Type tb`,∞ is the type for Bob that has sent ` messages; similarly, tam,k is a type
for Ann that has sent m messages, where k ∈ N ∪ {∞}. The belief maps for Ann and Bob are
denoted by β∗a and β∗b , respectively, and the σ-algebras on T∗a and T∗b are (Σak,∗ )k∈N∪{∞} and
(Σbk,∗ )k∈N∪{∞} .
Each type for Bob can distinguish all types for Ann. That is, the (marginal of) belief
b b
β∗ (t`,∞ ) of each type tb`,∞ over Ann’s types is defined on the power set Σa∞,∗ of T∗a . The belief
of Bob about the payoff parameter and number of messages sent by Ann (given the number of
messages he has sent) is the same as under the original Harsanyi type structure. For example,
type tb2 for Bob believes that θ = θ1 (with probability 1) and assigns probability 1/(2−ε) to the
event that Ann has sent precisely one message. Generally, for every ` and event E ⊆ Θ × T∗a ,

b
β∗b (tb`,∞ )(E) = βH
(tb` ) {(θ, tam ) ∈ Θ × THa : (θ, tam,k ) ∈ E for all k} .
Conditional on the event that Ann has sent m messages, where m = ` − 1 or m = `, type tb`
assigns probability pk to type tam,k , where pk does not depend on `. It will be convenient to
assume that pk > 0 for all k. The specification of the other σ-algebras Σa1,∗ , Σa2,∗ , . . . on T∗a is
immaterial for now.
12

The types ta`,k for Ann that have sent the same number of messages ` differ in the coarseness
of their perception of Bob’s types. The belief of type ta`,k on T∗b is defined on the σ-algebra
Σbk,∗ , where
Σb1,∗ := {T∗b , ∅},


b
b
b
b
Σ2,∗ := σ {t0,∞ }, {t1,∞ , t2,∞ , . . .} ,


Σb3,∗ := σ {tb0,∞ }, {tb1,∞ }, {tb2,∞ , tb3,∞ , . . .} ,
............


Σbk,∗ := σ {tb0,∞ }, . . . , {tbk−2,∞ }, {tbk−1,∞ , tbk,∞ , . . .} ,
............
with σ(E) the σ-algebra generated by the collection of subsets E.10 As always, the σ-algebra
Σb∞,∗ is the power set of T∗b .
The beliefs for the types of Ann about the communication protocol are again the same as
before. However, a type for Ann with a bounded depth of reasoning does not realize that the
messages may affect Bob’s beliefs at high orders. Formally, the belief of type ta`,k is the same
as the belief of the Harsanyi type ta` ∈ THa (under the appropriate transformation of Bob’s type
set) when beliefs are restricted to the σ-algebra Σbk,∗ . That is, for every event E ∈ ΣΘ ⊗ Σbk,∗ ,

a a
β∗a (ta`,k )(E) = βH
(t` ) {(θ, tbm ) ∈ Θ × THb : (θ, tbm,∞ ) ∈ E} .
This means that the belief of type ta`,k coincides with that of ta` on a coarser σ-algebra σ-algebra
(under the bijection tb` 7→ tb`,∞ ). In particular, the belief of ta`,∞ coincides with that of ta` under
this transformation of Bob’s types.
It is important to note that the fact that type’ beliefs in the extended type structure can
be defined in terms of the beliefs of the types in the original Harsanyi structure does not
mean that the higher-order beliefs of the types are close. In particular the type tb`,∞ believes
it is possible that Ann has a finite depth of reasoning, unlike the type tb` in the Harsanyi
type structure. This in turn means that the higher-order beliefs of the types of Ann in the
extended type structure are different from those of her types in the Harsanyi type structure,
and so on. Such differences in higher-order beliefs can lead to different predictions, as shown
below. However, this requires specifying the depth of each type first.
Clearly, each type for Bob has an infinite depth, as it can form beliefs over the individual
types of Ann. The depth of the types for Ann can be determined in an intuitive way by noting
10

A σ-algebra on X that is generated by some collection E of subsets of X is the smallest σ-algebra on X
that contains the subsets in E.
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that the σ-algebras Σb2,∗ , Σb3,∗ , . . . on T∗b make finer and finer distinctions between the types
for Bob on the basis of their higher-order beliefs. For example, types tb1,∞ , tb2,∞ , . . . for Bob all
have the same first-order belief (each type tb`,∞ assigns probability 1 to θ2 for ` ≥ 1), while
tb0,∞ has a deviant first-order belief (the type assigns probability 1 to θ1 ). This means that a
type ta`,k for Ann whose σ-algebra Σbk,∗ is at least as fine as Σb2,∗ can form a belief about Bob’s
belief about Θ, so that its depth is at least 2.
Similarly, type tb1,∞ has a different belief about Ann’s belief about the payoff parameter
than tb2,∞ , tb3,∞ , . . . (tb1,∞ thinks it is possible that Ann thinks it is possible that the payoff
parameter is θ1 , while tb2,∞ , tb3,∞ , . . . all assign zero probability to that event), so that type
tb1,∞ has a different second-order belief than the types tb2,∞ , tb3,∞ , . . .. A type ta`,k for Ann with
σ-algebra Σb3,∗ or finer can thus reason about Bob’s second-order belief, so that its depth is at
least 3. The σ-algebras Σa1,∗ , Σa2,∗ , Σa3,∗ , . . . (not specified here) similarly make finer and finer
distinctions between the types for Ann on the basis of their higher-order beliefs (taking into
account that the depth of certain types is bounded).
Determining the depth of Ann’s types in this way requires one to carefully consider the
higher-order beliefs of the types for Bob. However, the same result can be obtained by considering the dominance relations among σ-algebras. The iterative procedure outlined in the
previous section gives a partitioning of the σ-algebras Σb∞,∗ and Σb1,∗ , Σb2,∗ , . . . (which represent Ann’s perception of Bob’s types) into classes of rank ra ∈ {1, 2, 4, 6, . . .} ∪ {∞}. Similarly, the σ-algebras for Bob Σa∞,∗ and Σa1,∗ , Σa2,∗ , . . . can be partitioned into classes of rank
rb ∈ {1, 2, 3, 5, 7, . . .}∪{∞}, as illustrated in Figure 2.2. Note that the σ-algebras Σa1,∗ , Σa2,∗ , . . .
on T∗a are all virtual perceptions: they do not represent the perception of actual types for Bob,
but only serve to fix the rank of the perceptions of Ann’s types, and thus the depth of these
types.
Theorem 4.3 then says that a type ta`,k for Ann has depth r(k), where r(k) is the rank of
the type’s perception, given by r(1) = 1, r(2) = 2, r(3) = 4, r(4) = 6, and so on. The reason
is that it is “common belief” (in an informal sense) that Bob knows the payoff parameter. To
see this, suppose that a type for Ann has depth 3. By definition, the type can reason about
Bob’s second-order beliefs (i.e., Bob’s beliefs about Ann’s beliefs about θ), but cannot form
beliefs about Bob’s third-order belief, that is, his beliefs about Ann’s beliefs about his beliefs
about θ. But, since Bob knows θ in every state of the world, any two types for Bob that have
the same beliefs about Ann’s beliefs about θ have the same beliefs about Ann’s beliefs about
Bob’s beliefs about θ.11 This implies that if Ann has a belief about Bob’s second-order belief,
then she has a belief about Bob’s third-order belief, and similarly for higher-orders.
11

This does rely on the assumption that the probability pk that Bob assigns to Ann’s perception Σbk,∗ does
not depend on his type.
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ra = ∞

rb = ∞

rb = 5
ra = 4
rb = 3
ra = 2

rb = 2

ra = 1

rb = 1

Figure 2.2: An ordering of the σ-algebras on the basis of their ranks, where a dot represents
a class of σ-algebras, with the σ-algebras representing Ann’s perception on the left, and those
for Bob on the right. An arrow from a class of σ-algebras to another class means that the σalgebras in the former dominate those in the latter. Arrows representing dominance relations
implied by other dominance relations have been omitted.
Before turning to the strategic analysis it is worth remarking that while the σ-algebras were
“hand-picked” in this example so that differences in perceptions of types could be directly
traced back to differences in perceptions of higher-order beliefs, this need not be done in
general: the depth of types can be characterized from the dominance relations, regardless
whether the σ-algebras have a direct interpretation in terms of higher-order beliefs.12
2.5.2

Coordinated attack

What actions can players choose, if they are rational, believe that the other is rational (to
the extent they can reason about others’ rationality), believe that the other believes that his
opponent is rational whenever the other player can reason about his opponent’s rationality
(to the extent they can reason about others’ beliefs about their opponents’ rationality), and
so on?
In the standard case, the rationalizable actions for a player can be found by iteratively
eliminating actions that are not a best response to any “reasonable” conjecture over the actions
of others, where a “reasonable” conjecture assigns positive probability only to actions of the
12

Of course, the σ-algebras do represent perceptions of higher-order beliefs—that is at the core of the
formalism. The point is that this relation is a result, not an input.
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opponent that have not yet been eliminated.13
Here, Ann may have a bounded depth of reasoning, in which case she will be unable to
verify whether her conjectures are reasonable beyond a certain point. A type for Ann of depth
1, for instance, has a conjecture about Bob’s action, but that conjecture may assign positive
probability to actions that are irrational for Bob, as reasoning about Bob’s rationality requires
the type to reason about Bob’s beliefs, something which it is unable to do. More generally,
a type of finite depth k does not eliminate any actions on the basis of considerations that
require reasoning beyond order k.
What does this imply for behavior? A type ta0,k for Ann that has not sent any messages
will still choose not to attack, as the action N is strictly dominant given her beliefs about θ.
However, the action A (“attack”) is ruled out for a type ta1,k that has sent one message only if
its depth r(k) is at least 3, since eliminating A requires the type to reason about Bob’s beliefs
about her beliefs about θ: for that, she has to realize that Bob may think it is likely that
she thinks it is likely that the state is θ1 . Similarly, if Ann has received 2 messages, she will
eliminate A only if her depth is at least 5, and so on.
This has implications for the actions that Bob can rationalize as well. A type tb`,∞ for
Bob that has sent ` > 0 messages assigns a positive probability to the event that Ann has
not eliminated the action A, and this probability increases with `. If ` is sufficiently large,
then this can make A rationalizable for him, provided the probability that Ann has an infinite
depth of reasoning is not too high. In turn, this can make A rationalizable for types for Ann
with a high, or even infinite depth of reasoning. This gives the following result:
Suppose the probability p∞ that a type for Ann has an infinite depth of reasoning
is strictly less than 31 . Then there is a finite number of messages M such that A
is rationalizable for a player whenever he has sent at least M messages.
This is the outcome one would expect (cf. Rubinstein, 1989, p. 389–399), and it is driven
entirely by the assumption that while players are rational, expect others to be rational, and
so on, they are not always able to make complex inferences about others’ beliefs, or may be
uncertain whether others can do so, and so on.14
13

See Dekel et al. (2007) and Battigalli and Siniscalchi (2003).
The result does not hinge on the specific assumptions made here. For example, the result still holds if the
probability that the probability pk that Ann has perception Σbk,∗ is zero for some k, as long as p∞ < 13 . In
particular, one could assume that Ann can reason up to at least order K, so that pk = 0 whenever k ≤ r−1 (K),
and so on. One could also consider a larger extended type structure, in which there are types that have an
infinite depth of reasoning, believe that the other player has an infinite depth of reasoning, . . . , but think it is
possible that the other player . . . thinks it is possible that the other player has a finite depth of reasoning.
14
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The next section begins the formal treatment by defining the class of extended type structure.
Section 4 shows how the depth of reasoning of a type can be characterized, and Section 5
establishes the precise relation between Harsanyi type structures and extended type structures.

3
3.1

Extended type structures
Definition

Suppose for simplicity that there are two players, Ann and Bob, indexed by i = a, b, and
denote by j the player other than i, i.e., j 6= i. The results can be extended to any finite
number of players. Players are uncertain about the state of nature, which is drawn from a
set Θ; the elements of Θ could for instance be a player’s payoff function or action. The set of
states of nature Θ is assumed to be Polish and to contain at least two elements.15 The Borel
σ-algebra on a space X is denoted B(X), and the set of Borel probability measures on X is
M(X).
Consider a structure of the form
hT a , T b , χa , χb , (Σak )k∈N∪{∞} , (Σbk )k∈N∪{∞} i,
where T a , T b are the sets of types for Ann and Bob, respectively, assumed to be nonempty and
Polish, and Σak and Σbk are σ-algebras on T a and T b , where Σa1 = {T a , ∅} and Σa∞ = B(T a ) is
the Borel σ-algebra on T a ; similarly, Σb1 = {T b , ∅} and Σb∞ = B(T a ).
For each player i = a, b, the function χi maps every type ti ∈ T i to a probability space
(Θ × T j , B(Θ) ⊗ Σjm , β i (ti )), where β i (ti ) is a probability measure defined on the σ-algebra
B(Θ) ⊗ Σjm on Θ × T j . If χi (ti ) is the probability space (Θ × T j , B(Θ) ⊗ Σjk , β i (ti )), let
Σi (ti ) := B(Θ) ⊗ Σjk be the σ-algebra associated with ti . The function β i is the belief map for
player i, and β i (ti ) is the belief of ti ∈ T i .
The interpretation is that a σ-algebra Σak on Ann’s type set T a reflects the coarseness of
perception of Ann’s higher-order beliefs for a type tb for Bob such that (the marginal of) the
belief β b (tb ) is defined on that σ-algebra. Notice that there need not be any types for player
i with a given σ-algebra Σjk on T j . Members of Θ × T a × T b are called states (of the world).
Extended type structures satisfy a number of conditions: A structure hT a , T b , χa , χb , (Σak )k , (Σbk )k i
as specified above is an extended type structure if there exists Z ∈ N ∪ {∞} such that for
each player i = a, b, Conditions 3.1–3.4 below hold.
Condition 3.1 concerns the σ-algebras associated with the types of a given player.
15

A topological space is Polish if it is separable and completely metrizable. Examples of Polish spaces
include finite sets, the set of natural numbers N (under the discrete metric) or any Euclidean space Rm .
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Condition 3.1 [Filtrations] For every k ∈ N and ` ≤ Z such that ` > k, it holds that
Σi` ⊇ Σik . Moreover, Σi` = ΣiZ for all ` ≥ Z. If B(T i ) 6= {T i , ∅}, then Σjk+1 = Σjk for some
/
Σjk ( ΣjZ implies that Σik+1 ) Σik .16
The condition states that the σ-algebras associated with the types of a player can be completely
ordered in terms of set inclusion. That is, the collection of σ-algebras for a player form a
filtration. Moreover, the σ-algebra ΣiZ , which coincides with the Borel σ-algebra on T i , is as
least as fine as any other σ-algebra in the filtration.
While Condition 3.1 puts conditions on the relations between the σ-algebras on the type set
of a single player, Conditions 3.2–3.4 impose restrictions on the relations between σ-algebras
on different type sets. To state these conditions, some more notation is needed. Say that the
σ-algebra Σik on T i dominates the σ-algebra Σj` on T j , denoted Σik  Σj` , if the following holds:
∀E ∈ B(Θ) ⊗ Σj` , p ∈ [0, 1] :

{ti ∈ T i : E ∈ Σi (ti ), β i (ti )(E) ≥ p} ∈ Σik .

That is, if the σ-algebra Σik dominates Σj` , then a type tj of player j with σ-algebra Σik on T i
can distinguish types for i that differ in their beliefs on B(Θ) ⊗ Σj` . In that case, type tj has
a belief about player i’s beliefs on B(Θ) ⊗ Σj` . Clearly, if Σik  Σj` , then Σik  Σjm for every
m ≤ ` (use Condition 3.1).
The next condition states that if a σ-algebra on T i is a strict refinement of another one,
than the former dominates a σ-algebra on T j that the latter does not dominate:
Condition 3.2 [Strict refinements and dominance]
σ-algebra Σj` on T j such that Σik  Σj` and Σik−1 6 Σj` .

If Σik ) Σik−1 , then there exists a
/

To state the next condition, write ΣiT j (ti ), where ti ∈ T i , for the σ-algebra on which the
marginal on T j of the belief β i (ti ) for type ti is defined, that is, if Σi (ti ) = B(Θ) ⊗ Σjk , then
ΣiT j (ti ) = Σjk .
Condition 3.3 [Ordering] Suppose there is a player q = a, b and a type t ∈ T q such that
ΣqT r (t) ( ΣrZ , where r 6= q. Then, for every Σj` such that Σj` ( ΣjZ , it holds that Σj` 6 Σik
whenever Σik  Σj` . Moreover, if Σj`  Σik for all Σik ( ΣiZ , then Σj`  ΣiZ .
/
Condition 3.4 [Mutual dominance]

It holds that ΣaZ  ΣbZ and ΣbZ  ΣaZ .

/

It follows from Condition 3.1 that the σ-algebra ΣiZ dominates any σ-algebra Σj` on T j . Moreover, by Condition 3.3, Σj` 6 ΣiZ whenever Σj` is a proper subset of ΣjZ (if there is some type
Since B(T i ) contains the singletons, the Borel σ-algebra B(T i ) equals {T i , ∅} if and only if player i only
has one type.
16
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t with a coarse perception ΣqT r (t) ( ΣrZ ). These conditions imply that the σ-algebras of the
different players can naturally be ordered in terms of the induced depth of reasoning. The
next subsection elaborates on this.
To complete the definition of an extended type structure, it remains to specify a σ-algebra on
the set of possible beliefs. Let Mk (Θ × T j ) be the collection of probability measures on the
σ-algebra B(Θ) ⊗ Σjk on Θ × T j , where k ≤ Z, so that, in particular, the set MZ (Θ × T j ) is
the collection of Borel probability measures M(Θ × T j ) on Θ × T j . Let
[
M+ (Θ × T j ) := M(Θ × T j ) ∪
Mk (Θ × T j ),
k<Z

be the union of these sets; note that M+ (Θ × T j ) is the codomain β i (T i ) of the belief map
β i . The set of probability measures M+ (Θ × T j ) is endowed with the σ-algebra F i generated
by sets of the form
{ν i ∈ M+ (Θ × T j ) : E ∈ Σ(ν i ), ν i (E) ≥ p} :

E ∈ B(Θ) ⊗ ΣjZ , p ∈ [0, 1],

(3.1)

where Σ(µ) for a probability measure µ denotes the σ-algebra on which µ is defined. The
(relative) σ-algebra on M(Θ × T j ) generated by sets of the form (3.1) coincides with the Borel
σ-algebra on M(Θ × T j ) associated with the weak topology.

3.2

Dominance and rank

The dominance relation  plays an important role in determining the depth of reasoning
of a type. To see the intuition, recall that a σ-algebra Σak on Ann’s type set T a represents
the perception of Ann’s higher-order beliefs for a type for Bob whose belief is defined on that
σ-algebra. If Σak dominates some σ-algebra Σb` on Bob’s types, then a type for Bob whose
beliefs are defined on Σak can reason about the event that Ann assigns some probability to any
of Bob’s higher-order beliefs expressible in Σb` . If Σb` does not dominate Σak , then a type for
Ann whose belief is defined on Σb` cannot reason about the event that Bob has some belief
about her higher-order beliefs that are expressible only in the σ-algebra Σak , suggesting that
a type for Bob with σ-algebra Σak has a (strictly) greater depth of reasoning than a type for
Ann with σ-algebra Σb` .
Section 4 will make these intuitions precise. As a step in that direction, it will be useful
to partition the σ-algebras for each players into classes, with the ordering of σ-algebras into
classes being determined by the dominance relations.
For each player i = a, b, let S i := {Σik : k ∈ N ∪ {∞}} be the set of σ-algebras on T i , and
define
Λi≥1 := S j ,
19

Λi∞

Λj∞

Λi4

Λj4

Λi3

Λj3

Λi2

Λj2

Λi1

Λj1

Λi∞

Λj∞

Λj4
Λi3
Λj2
Λi1

Figure 3.1: Two possible configurations for the dominance classes and the dominance relations
between them. Each black dot (•) represents a nonempty dominance class, and each white dot
(◦) is an empty dominance class. An arrow from a dominance class Λik to a dominance class
Λj` means that the σ-algebras in Λik dominate those in Λj` . For clarity, arrows representing
dominance relations implied by other dominance relations have been omitted.
where j 6= i. For k ∈ N, define
Λi≥k+1 := {S j ∈ Λi≥k : there is S i ∈ Λj≥k s.t. S j  S i },
and
Λik := Λi≥k \ Λi≥k+1 .
That is, Λi≥k+1 is the collection of σ-algebras on T j that dominate a σ-algebra in Λj≥k , and Λik
is the subset of σ-algebras in Λi≥k that do not dominate a σ-algebra in Λj≥k . Also define
Λi∞ := {Σjk ∈ S j : Σjk  Σj` for all Σj` ( ΣjZ }
By Conditions 3.1 and 3.4, it holds that ΣjZ ∈ Λi∞ . In general, a class Λik can be empty for
some k ∈ N. Clearly, Λik ∩ Λi` = ∅ whenever k 6= ` for k, ` ∈ N. Moreover, the collection of
classes Λik , k ∈ N ∪ {∞} forms a partition of the collection of σ-algebras S j on T j .
This gives the following preliminary result:
Lemma 3.1 Let i = a, b, j 6= i. If S j , S∗j ∈ Λik for some k ∈ N ∪ {∞}, then S j = S∗j .
This result says that the classes Λik are equivalence classes: Any two σ-algebras in one such
class coincide. Say that a σ-algebra S j in Λik has rank k.
The next result shows how the ranks of the equivalence classes for different players are
related via the dominance relation:
20

Proposition 3.2 Suppose S a ∈ S a , S b ∈ S b are such that S a =
6 ΣaZ , S b 6= ΣbZ . Then, for
i = a, b and j 6= i, the σ-algebra S i dominates S j if and only if the rank of S i belongs is
strictly greater than the rank of S j .
That is, a σ algebra on T i from an equivalence class Λjk dominates every σ-algebras in Λi`
whenever k > `. Moreover, the σ-algebras in Λa∞ dominate the σ-algebras in Λb∞ and vice
versa (Condition 3.4); see Figure 3.1 for an illustration. I will refer to the equivalence classes
Λik , k ∈ N, as the dominance classes for player i in the following.
The argument above then suggests that types for Bob with a σ-algebra of rank k have
a greater depth of reasoning than types for Ann with a σ-algebra with rank ` if and only if
k > `. This is formalized in the next section.

4

Depth of reasoning

This section relates the coarseness of the σ-algebra associated with a type with the depth of
the belief hierarchy it generates. Section 4.1 constructs a space of finite and infinite hierarchies
of beliefs, and defines the depth of each belief hierarchy. Section 4.2 then maps each type into
a hierarchy in this space, and establishes the relation between the depth of a type and the
rank of its σ-algebra.

4.1

Belief hierarchies

This section constructs a space of belief hierarchies. Start with some preliminary notation.
The product Y = ×` Y` of a collection of spaces Y` is endowed with the product topology,
and the projection mapping from U ⊆ Y to Y` is denoted πYU` . The marginal of a probability
measure µ on U on Y ` is margY` µ := µ ◦ (πYU` )−1 . Recall that if f is a function from a space X
to a measurable space (Y, Σ), then the σ-algebra on X generated by the function f , denoted
σ(f ), is the smallest σ-algebra on X that makes f measurable.
As before, assume that the set of states of nature Θ is Polish and that it contains at least
two elements. To construct a space of hierarchies for each player i, I define two sequences of
spaces for each player (cf. Heifetz, 1993). The first sequence, (Ωik )k∈N , represents player i’s
kth-order uncertainty domain for each k. The second, (Bki )k∈N consists of i’s coherent beliefs
on these spaces. Formally, for i = a, b and j 6= i, define
Ωi1 := Θ,

B1i := M+ (Ωi1 ),

where M+ (Ωi1 ) = M(Ωi1 ) is the set of Borel probability measures on Ωi1 , endowed with the
weak topology. For k = 1, 2, . . ., assume that Ωi1 , . . . , Ωik , and B1i , . . . , Bki have been defined
21

for each player i = a, b, and let
Ωik+1 := Θ × Bkj .
That is, the (k + 1)th-order uncertainty domain for player i consists of her basic uncertainty
domain Θ and the coherent beliefs of j at order k.
Turning to a player’s beliefs about the (k + 1)th-order uncertainty domain, let
n
o
i
i
i
i
i
+
i
i
i
Bk+1 := (µ1 , . . . , µk , µk+1 ) ∈ Bk × M (Ωk+1 ) : margΩik µk+1 = µk ,
(4.1)
where
M+ (Ωik+1 ) := M(Ωik+1 ) ∪

k
[

!
M` (Ωik+1 ) ,

`=1

with M` (Ωik+1 ) the collection of probability measures on Ωik+1 with the σ-algebra

 Ωi   Ωi −1
k+1
k+1
i
σ πΩi
πΩi
=
(B) : B ∈ B(Ω` )
`

`

Ωi

generated by the function πΩik+1 that projects Ωik+1 into Ωi` . That is, the events in the σ`

Ωik+1

algebra σ(πΩi ) are the extensions of the Borel sets of Ωi` to the higher-order space Ωik+1 .
`
The interpretation is that the σ-algebra is not refined further beyond the Borel σ-algebra on
Ωi` , in the sense that it cannot distinguish elements of Ωik+1 that coincide up to Ωi` .17
i
is a coherency condiThe condition on the marginal of µik+1 in the definition (4.1) of Bk+1
tion. The recursive construction of the spaces makes that the probability measures µik+1 and
µik both specify a belief about the space of uncertainty Ωik , and these need to be coherent: the
“new belief” µik+1 cannot contradict beliefs at lower orders. The coherency condition is a standard ingredient of a construction of a space of belief hierarchies, but has an extra bite in the
current context. Unlike in other constructions, beliefs can be defined on different σ-algebras,
so that the σ-algebras in a given hierarchy also need to be consistent across different orders.
It follows from this coherency condition and the selection of possible beliefs M+ (Ωak ) that
if a player does not refine her σ-algebra at a certain order, she will not refine it at higher
orders. This means there are two cases. In the first case, player i has a sequence of beliefs
(µi1 , . . . , µik ) ∈ Bki such that each µi` is a Borel probability measure on Ωi` . In that case, her
belief µik+1 defined on Ωik+1 is either a Borel probability measure or the unique probability
Ωi

measure defined on the σ-algebra σ(πΩik+1 ) that is consistent with (µa1 , . . . , µak ). That is, either
`

17

Ωi

Indeed, Lemma D.4 in the appendix shows that the σ-algebra generated by πΩik+1 is strictly finer than

the σ-algebra generated by
B(Ωik+1 ).

Ωi
πΩik+1
m

`

when ` > m, and that each of those is coarser than the Borel σ-algebra
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player i refines her σ-algebra to the Borel σ-algebra on Ωik+1 , or her σ-algebra is not refined any
further. The second case to consider is that in which the belief µik on her kth-order uncertainty
Ωi
domain Ωik is given by a probability measure with σ-algebra σ(πΩik ) for some ` ≤ k − 1. In
`

µik+1

Ωik+1

that case,
is the probability measure on
her beliefs at lower orders.
The space M+ (Ωik+1 ) will be endowed with
defined by:

i
0

 ρ̃k+1 (µ, µ )
ρik+1 (µ, µ0 ) :=
ρ̃i` (µ` , µ0` )


1

Ωi

with σ-algebra σ(πΩik+1 ) that agrees with
`

the topology induced by the metric ρik+1 ,
if µ, µ0 ∈ M(Ωik+1 );
if µ, µ0 ∈ M` (Ωik+1 );
otherwise;

for µ, µ0 ∈ M+ (Ωik+1 ), where ρ̃im is the Prohorov metric on the set of Borel probability measures
M(Ωim ) on Ωim , and νm = margΩim ν is the marginal of a probability measure ν ∈ Mm (Ωik+1 )
on Ωim . This topology is natural in the sense that it coincides with the weak topology on each
subset of probability measures with a given σ-algebra.18
Ωi
The sequence (Bki )k∈N endowed with the projection operators (πΩik )`≤k forms an inverse
`
limit sequence. Let Tbi be the inverse limit space, i.e., the set of belief hierarchies (µi1 , µi2 , . . .)
such that any finite segment (µi1 , . . . , µik ) belongs to Bki . The inverse limit space of belief
hierarchies can be empty even if each of the spaces Bki is nonempty. The conditions on the
set of states of nature Θ and the choice of topology on each of the higher-order uncertainty
domains ensure however that this is not the case:
Proposition 4.1 The set Tbi is nonempty and Polish.
It follows from the above argument that the set Tbi of belief hierarchies for player i can be
partitioned into different classes. Let Tbki , where k ∈ N, be the collection of (µi1 , µi2 , . . .) of belief
hierarchies such that µi` ∈ M(Ωi` ) for ` ≤ k and µi` ∈ Mk (Ωi` ) for ` > k. Say that (µi1 , µi2 , . . .)
i
has depth k. Also, let Tb∞
be the class of belief hierarchies (µi1 , µi2 , . . .) such that µik is a Borel
i
probability measure on Ωik for all k. The depth of a belief hierarchy (µi1 , µi2 , . . .) ∈ Tb∞
is said to
be infinite. That is, the depth of a finite belief hierarchy is k if it distinguishes the individual
elements of its uncertainty domain up to order k. An infinite belief hierarchy distinguishes
the individual elements in every uncertainty domain.
18

More precisely, the metric space (M` (Ωik+1 ), ρik+1 ) is isometric to the metric space (M(Ωi` ), ρ̃i` ). This
means that the topology on M+ (Ωik+1 ) is essentially the sum topology of the spaces M(Ωi1 ), . . . , M(Ωik+1 )
of Borel probability measures endowed with the weak topology. Lemma D.5 in the appendix shows that this
topology indeed induces a natural Borel σ-algebra on the collection of probability measures M+ (Ωik+1 ), with
the measurable sets given by the collection of probability measures that assign probability at least p to events
in Ωik+1 , over all p ∈ [0, 1].
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The next section uses the definition of the depth of belief hierarchies to characterize the
depth of reasoning of types in extended type structures.

4.2

Types and their depth

This section characterizes the relation between a type’s σ-algebra and its depth of reasoning, as given by the depth of the hierarchy it induces, using the rank of the σ-algebras. To
obtain this result, I inductively define a collection of functions, which map each type into aa
hierarchy of beliefs. Proposition 4.2 below shows that these functions are well defined. Let Θ
be the set of states of nature, as before, and consider a Θ-based extended type structure with
players indexed i = a, b, and type sets and belief maps of the players given by T a , T b , and
β a , β b , respectively. Let i = a, b, and j 6= i, as before. Recall that Λik is a dominance class of
rank k, containing σ-algebras on T j ; the collection of σ-algebras with rank at least k is Λi≥k .
Define the function γ1i from Θ × T j to Ωi1 by
∀(θ, tj ) ∈ Θ × T j :

γ1i (θ, tj ) := θ.

Clearly, γ1i (Θ × T j ) ⊆ Θ = Ωi1 . Also, for every k ≤ Z,
∀B ∈ B(Ωi1 ) :

γ1i

−1

(B) ∈ B(Θ) ⊗ Σjk

for each Σjk ∈ Λi≥1 = S j .
i
from Θ × T j to Ωim−1 has been defined for each
For m > 1, suppose the function γm−1
player i, so that in particular,
i
γm−1
(Θ × T j ) ⊆ Ωim−1 .
Also, suppose that
∀B ∈ B(Ωim−1 ) :

i
γm−1

−1

(B) ∈ B(Θ) ⊗ Σjk

(4.2)

i
for every Σjk ∈ Λi≥m−1 .19 Define the function γm
: Θ × T j → Ωim as follows. For any state of
nature θ ∈ Θ and type tj ∈ T j for player j such that ΣjT i (tj ) ∈ Λj≥m−1 , define
j
i
i
γm
(θ, tj ) := (γm−1
(θ, tj ), β j (tj ) ◦ (γm−1
)−1 );

alternatively, if ΣjT i (tj ) ∈ Λj` for ` < m − 1, let
i
i
γm
(θ, tj ) := (γm−1
(θ, tj ), µj`,m−1 (tj )),
19

Note that Λi≥m−1 is nonempty, as it contains the Borel σ-algebra B(T j ).
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where µj`,m−1 (tj ) is the unique probability measure in M` (Ωjm−1 ) such that
−1
margΩj µj`,m−1 (tj ) = β j (tj ) ◦ γ`j .
`

i
The functions γm
are used to map each type for player i into a belief hierarchy in the space
Tbi of beliefs hierarchies constructed in Section 4.1. Define the function hi from T i to Tbi as
follows. Let ti ∈ T i be a type for player i. If ΣiT j (ti ) ∈ Λim with m < ∞, define

i −1
hi (ti ) := β i (ti ) ◦ (γ1i )−1 , . . . , β i (ti ) ◦ (γm
) , µim,m+1 (ti ), µim,m+2 (ti ), . . . ,

where the probability measure µim,` (ti ) ∈ Mm (Ωi` ), ` > m, is defined as above. If ΣiT j (ti ) =
B(T j ), then define

hi (ti ) := β i (ti ) ◦ (γ1i )−1 , β i (ti ) ◦ (γ2i )−1 , . . . .
The next result states that this gives well-defined hierarchies of beliefs:
i
Proposition 4.2 For each player i, the functions γm
: Θ×T j → Ωim , m ∈ N, and the function
hi : T i → Tbi are well defined.

Theorem 4.3 is the main result of this section. The result says that a type ti ∈ T i with a
σ-algebra in the dominance class Λik induces a belief hierarchy of depth k:
Theorem 4.3 Let ti ∈ T i be a type for player i in an extended type structure. If ΣiT j (ti ) has
rank k ≤ ∞, then ti induces a belief hierarchy hi (ti ) of depth k, i.e., hi (ti ) ∈ Tbki .
The result implies that a type for player i with a σ-algebra in the dominance class Λik can
reason about every event in her `th-order uncertainty domain Ωi` for any ` ≤ k. Moreover, it
follows from the proof of Proposition 4.2 that there are events in the Borel σ-algebra on the
(k + 1)th domain of uncertainty Ωik+1 that the type cannot reason about.20 Say that a type ti
that induces a belief hierarchy hi (ti ) of depth k has a depth of reasoning equal to k.
The next section shows that standard Harsanyi type structures can be characterized by
common certainty that each player has an infinite depth of reasoning.

5

Harsanyi type structures

This section relates Harsanyi type structures to extended type structures. Section 5.1 shows
that a Harsanyi type structure can be seen as a special class of extended type structures.
Section 4.1 shows that there is an extended type structure that contains all Harsanyi type
structures.
20

Under an assumption that beliefs are sufficiently rich, a stronger result holds: a type of depth k cannot
assign a probability to any nontrivial event concerning the other player’s beliefs at order k or higher.
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5.1

Common belief in infinite depth

This section shows that Harsanyi type structures are characterized by common belief in
the event that each player has an infinite depth of reasoning. To state this result, adopt the
standard belief operator to allow for the possibility that a player may not have beliefs at all
orders. Fix a Θ-based extended type structure T , with type sets T a , T b for Ann and Bob,
respectively, and let E ∈ B(Θ) ⊗ B(T a ) ⊗ B(T b ) be an event. Given a type ta ∈ T a for Ann,
let
Eta := {(θ, tb ) ∈ Θ × T b : (θ, ta , tb ) ∈ E}
where β a is the belief map of Ann in the extended type structure T .21 The event that Ann
believes an event E ∈ B(Θ) ⊗ B(T a ) ⊗ B(T b ) (with probability p = 1) is then:
B a (E) := {(θ, ta , tb ) ∈ Θ × T a × T b : Eta ∈ Σa (ta ), β a (ta )(Eta ) = 1};
the event B b (E) that Bob believes an event E ∈ B(Θ) ⊗ B(T a ) ⊗ B(T b ) is defined similarly.
Appendix C.1 shows that the belief operator satisfies the usual properties. Define B(E) :=
B a (E) ∩ B b (E) to be the event that both Ann and Bob believe E; B(E) is the collection of
states of the world where E is mutual belief.
Common belief in an event obtains if both players believe an event, believe that both
believe it, and so on. Since the set of states where an event is mutual belief is itself an event,
common belief in an event can be defined by iterating the mutual belief operator B(·): Say
that an event E ∈ B(Θ) ⊗ B(T a ) ⊗ B(T b ) is common belief at state (θ, ta , tb ) ∈ Θ × T a × T b
if
(θ, ta , tb ) ∈ ∩`∈N [B]` (E),
where [B]1 (E) := B(E), and [B]`+1 = B ◦ [B]` .
Recall that a Harsanyi type structure on the set of states of nature Θ is a structure
a
a
b
hTH , THb , βH
, βH
i, where THa and THb are Polish spaces, endowed with their Borel σ-algebras,
a
and the belief map βH
is a measurable function from THa into the set of Borel probability
b
measures M(Θ × THb ) on Θ and Bob’s type; the belief map βH
is defined similarly. Given
a Θ-based extended type structure with type sets T a , T b for Ann and Bob, respectively, let
a
b
T∞
, T∞
be the set of types for Ann and Bob which induce a hierarchy of infinite depth. This
gives the following result:
a
b
Proposition 5.1 Let TH := hTHa , THb , βH
, βH
i be a Harsanyi type structure. Then:
21

Implicit in the current formalism is thus that a player knows his own type. One could alternatively assume
that a player cannot reason about his own higher-order beliefs above a certain order; see Kets (2009).
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(a) There is an extended type structure T which is equivalent to the Harsanyi type structure
TH , in the sense that there is a bijection bi for each player i from THi to the type set T i
i
in the extended type structure T such that β i (bi (tiH )) = βH
(ti ), where β i is the belief map
of player i in the extended type structure.
(b) At each state in the extended type structure T corresponding to the Harsanyi type structure TH , there is common belief in the event that players have an infinite depth of reasoning:
a
b
Θ × T a × T b = ∩`∈N [B]` (Θ × T∞
× T∞
).
(c) Conversely, if for some extended type structure T there is common belief in the event
that players have an infinite depth of reasoning at every state of the world, then there is
a Harsanyi type structure TH such that T is equivalent to TH in the sense defined in (a).
On the other hand, there are clearly extended type structures that are not Harsanyi type
structures (the extended type structure in Section 2 is an example).

5.2

Universality

This section shows that there is an extended type structure such that any extended type
structure derived from a Harsanyi type structure can be embedded into this structure in a
way that preserves higher-order beliefs.
Formally, fix the extended type structures T and Q, with type sets T a , T b and Qa , Qb ,
respectively. The belief maps in T and Q for player i = a, b are denoted by β i and λi ,
i
be the set of types for player i that induce an infinite belief hierarchy,
respectively. Let T∞
i
i.e., for each type ti ∈ T∞
, the associated σ-algebra on T j is ΣjZ .
Following Mertens and Zamir (1985), let ϕa : T a → Qa and ϕb : T b → Qb be Borel
measurable functions. The induced function ϕ := (ϕa , ϕb ) is a type morphism for types of
infinite depth if for each player i, and each Borel set E ∈ B(Θ) ⊗ B(T j ),


λi hi (ti ) (E) = β i (ti ) (IdΘ , hj )−1 (E)
i
for each type ti ∈ T∞
, where j 6= i is the player other than i, as before, and IdΘ is the identity
function on Θ. A type morphism preserves the beliefs structure of spaces as given by the belief
maps.
Appendix D shows that the spaces Tba , Tbb of finite and infinite belief hierarchies constructed
in Section 4 can be used to define an extended type structure Tb , called the canonical structure. The next result states that each extended type structure derived from a Harsanyi type
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structure can be embedded into the canonical structure via a unique type morphism, so that
the canonical structure Tb is universal with respect to this class of extended type structures:
Theorem 5.2 Let T be an extended type structure derived from a Harsanyi type structure as
in Proposition 5.1. There is a unique type morphism from T to the canonical structure Tb .
In particular, the universal type space of infinite hierarchies defined by Mertens and Zamir
(1985), Brandenburger and Dekel (1993), and others can be embedded in the canonical structure in this way.22

6
6.1

Related literature
Higher-order beliefs and limited sophistication

A number of recent papers have developed type structures that generalize or provide an
alternative to the standard Harsanyi framework. Strzalecki (2009) provides a general type
space for cognitive hierarchy models and models of level-k reasoning. An important difference
with the present framework is that the formalism of Strzalecki is not a generalization of a
Harsanyi type space; rather, Strzalecki follows the literature on level-k reasoning in assuming
that a player of a given cognitive type believes that other players have a lower cognitive type.
Heifetz and Kets (2010) develop a framework that allows for uncertainty both about the
state of nature and the depth of reasoning of other players, and construct a universal type
structure which contains the universal type structure of infinite belief hierarchies.23 A difference with the current approach is that Heifetz and Kets assume that types with a limited
depth of reasoning can conceive only of types that are less sophisticated than they are, as
opposed to assuming that such types have a coarse perception of other players’ higher-order
beliefs, as is done here. They characterize the set of types in this universal structure whose
behavior is fixed by the behavior of nonstrategic types in the context of a level-k model.
Other related papers include Di Tillio (2008) and Ahn (2007).24 Di Tillio (2008) relaxes
the assumption that players are subjective expected utility maximizers, and constructs a space
22

To be precise, this holds if the set of states of nature satisfies the appropriate topological conditions.
The topological assumptions made here are the same as those of Brandenburger and Dekel (1993), and are
somewhat stronger than those used by Heifetz (1993). Heifetz and Samet (1998b) do not require any topological
conditions.
23
Nielsen (2010) similarly constructs a space of belief hierarchies, though the space of hierarchies he constructs does not contain all infinite belief hierarchies, in contrast with the space constructed by Heifetz and
Kets (2010).
24
Also see Fagin, Halpern, and Vardi (1991).
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of preference hierarchies to model players’ higher-order preferences. He allows for incomplete
preferences, which could be interpreted as a player not having beliefs about certain events,
though he does not investigates this issue further. Ahn (2007) constructs a universal space
of ambiguous beliefs, where a player has ambiguous beliefs about an event if his beliefs are
represented by a set of priors. A possible interpretation of the case in which a player’s belief
over a collection of events is given by all possible priors is that a player does not have a belief
about these events; see Halpern (2003, Thm. 2.3.3) for a result along these lines. Ahn does
not explore this interpretation or the implications of bounded reasoning.

6.2

Information structures of a finite depth

While it seems unrealistic to assume that players have an infinite depth of reasoning when
their beliefs are nontrivial at every order, there are Harsanyi type structures such that the
higher-order beliefs of all types are completely determined by their beliefs up to some finite
order, as in the often-studied cases that type sets are finite, or that beliefs are determined
by a common prior and players’ private information about the state of nature. Say that a
Harsanyi type structure has a finite depth in this case.25 When a Harsanyi type structure has
a finite depth, the assumption that players have an infinite depth of reasoning does not seem
to be so problematic.
An important difference between Harsanyi type structures of a finite depth and extended
type structures is that the order of beliefs that completely determines the belief of a type in
a Harsanyi type structure is common belief, whereas uncertainty about other players’ depth
of reasoning is a central element of the current approach.
This conceptual difference can lead to fundamentally different predictions. For example,
while repeated communication will lead players to agree on their posteriors when higher-order
beliefs are described by a finite Harsanyi type structure with a common prior (Geanakoplos and
Polemarchakis, 1982), this need not be the case when there is higher-order uncertainty about
the depth of reasoning of other players (depending on assumptions of how players update their
beliefs when they have a limited depth of reasoning). Intuitively, the result of Geanakoplos
and Polemarchakis (1982) relies on players’ ability to distinguish states on the basis of the
higher-order beliefs at those states. When there is a positive probability that a player does
not have beliefs at the relevant orders, his announcements can become uninformative, and no
agreement will be reached, even if both players in fact have an infinite depth of reasoning.
25

Heifetz and Samet (1998a) and Morris, Postlewaite, and Shin (1995) explicitly study the rank or depth of
state spaces. Also see Qin and Yang (2010).
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6.3

Frames, analogies and unawareness

The current framework models players’ finite depth of reasoning by assuming that players
may not be able to distinguish states of the world that only differ in their beliefs at high
orders. The literature on analogy-based expectation equilibria and learning with analogy
classes also assumes that players may fail to distinguish different states of the world, motivated
by the assumption that players use simplified representations to learn about their strategic
environment (e.g., Jehiel, 2005; Mengel, 2007; Jehiel and Koessler, 2008). The solution concept
used in that literature reflects the learning process of players, not their inability to reason about
others’ beliefs.
Another related literature studies the implications of relaxing the assumption that players
have a common language (Crawford and Haller, 1990; Bacharach, 1993; Bacharach and Stahl,
2000; Blume, 2000; Blume and Gneezy, 2010). In these models, players have languages of
different coarseness to describe the state of nature. By contrast, this paper assumes that
players have the same language to describe the state of nature, but allows for heterogeneity
in the perception of higher-order beliefs.
The inability of players to distinguish certain states on the basis of others’ higher-order
beliefs can also be interpreted in terms of unawareness. This is a different form of unawareness
than the one commonly studied in the literature, which assumes that players may be unaware
of certain aspects of the state of nature; see Geanakoplos (1989), Feinberg (2004), Halpern
and Rego (2006), Heifetz et al. (2006), Board and Chung (2006), and Li (2009), among others. An interesting open question is what the interactions are between the different forms of
unawareness, and to what strategic effects this gives rise.

6.4

Coordination in the electronic mail game

Section 2 showed that the Pareto-efficient action can be rationalized in the electronic mail
game when there is higher-order uncertainty about players’ depth of reasoning. Other papers
have shown similar results. The result of Jehiel and Koessler (2008) is closest to the one
presented here in the sense that they also assume that players may fail to distinguish certain
states. In their model, players follow an equilibrium strategy, and ignore all information that
is not payoff relevant. The possibility of coordinated attack therefore does not depend on
how many messages have been sent. Allowing for approximate equilibria, Stinchcombe (1988)
similarly shows that players can attack under the standard Harsanyi framework when players
ignore certain payoff irrelevant information. Finally, Strzalecki (2009) shows that coordination
on the Pareto-efficient action is possible in the electronic mail game using a model of levelk reasoning, under the condition that very sophisticated types do not put too much weight
30

on other very sophisticated types. Such a condition is not needed here; in particular, in
the extended type structure in Section 2, one player always believes that the other is fully
sophisticated—she just cannot always infer the implications.

7

Concluding remarks

Aumann (1992) proposed to use epistemic models “as a very general kind of framework for
studying limited rationality; a unified framework for considering rationality in environments
that may include irrationality. . . ” This paper takes a further step in this direction by developing an epistemic framework that explicitly allows for the possibility that players have a
bounded depth of reasoning. The framework is fully consistent with the Harsanyi formalism,
so that the effects of allowing for higher-order uncertainty about players’ depth of reasoning
can be directly investigated.
The preliminary strategic analysis in Section 2 suggests that intuitive predictions can be
obtained by allowing for higher-order uncertainty about others’ depth of reasoning. While the
result presented there could also be obtained under some form of higher-order uncertainty of
players’ rationality, it is not clear whether this holds more generally under related epistemic
conditions, as when rational players are assumed to avoid weakly dominated strategies (cf.
Brandenburger, Friedenberg, and Keisler, 2008).
More generally, a fundamental difference between the Harsanyi framework and the present
one is that the current framework allows for higher-order uncertainty about players’ depth
of reasoning (also see the discussion in Section 6.2). Whether allowing for such higherorder uncertainty leads to different conclusions as to what actions are rational under general
assumptions on players’ beliefs is an important one, and the contribution of the present paper
is that it provides a framework in which this question can be formalized.
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Appendix A
A.1

Proofs for Section 3

Proof of Lemma 3.1

Suppose k = ∞. Then, by Conditions 3.1 and 3.4, it holds that ΣjZ ∈ Λi∞ . Conversely, if
S j  S i for all S i ( ΣiZ (so that S j ∈ Λi∞ ), then S j = ΣjZ by Conditions 3.3 and 3.4.
So suppose k ∈ N. Suppose S j 6= S∗j . By Condition 3.1, it is without loss of generality
to assume S∗j ) S j . Suppose S j , S∗j ∈ Λi1 . Then, by the definition of Λi1 , there is no S i
such that S∗j  S i . But this contradicts Condition 3.2.
For k > 1 and q = a, b, r 6= q, suppose that S q , Sˆq ∈ Λrk−1 implies that S q = Sˆq and
suppose S j , S∗j ∈ Λik . Using the definition of Λik and the induction hypothesis, S j  S i

and S∗j  S i for all S i ∈ S i \ Λj≥k . But this contradicts Condition 3.2.

A.2

Proof of Proposition 3.2

[If ] Suppose S i ∈ Λjk and S j ∈ Λi` such that S i 6= ΣiZ , S j 6= ΣjZ , and k > `. We need to
show that S i  S j . Using the definition of Λjk and Lemma 3.1, it follows that S i  Σj for
all Σj ∈ Λik−1 . By Condition 3.1, this implies that S i  Σj for all Σj ∈ S j \ Λi≥k , so S i  S j .
[Only if ] Suppose S i  S j for S i 6= ΣiZ , S j 6= ΣjZ , where S i ∈ Λjk for some k. We
need to show that S j ∈ Λi` for ` < k. But it follows directly from the definition of Λjk that

S j ∈ S j \ Λi≥k .

Appendix B
B.1

Proofs for Section 4

Proof of Proposition 4.1

The proof of Proposition 4.1 relies on a number of lemmas. Throughout, we use that
the space M(X) of Borel probability measures on a Polish space X endowed with the weak
topology is again a Polish space (Aliprantis and Border, 2005, Thm. 15.15).
Lemma B.1 For i = a, b and k ∈ N, Ωik and Bki are nonempty Polish spaces.
Proof. The proof is by induction. Clearly, Ωi1 and B1i are nonempty and Polish for i = a, b.
Suppose that Ωi1 , . . . , Ωik and B1i , . . . , Bki are nonempty and Polish. It is immediate that Ωik+1 ,
i
the product of nonempty Polish spaces, is nonempty and Polish. It remains to show that Bk+1
is nonempty and Polish. The proof is complete if the following two claims hold:
Claim 1 M+ (Ωik+1 ) is nonempty and Polish;
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i
Claim 2 Bk+1
is a nonempty, closed subset of Bki × M+ (Ωik+1 ).

To see that this suffices to prove the lemma, note that by Claim 1, Bki × M+ (Ωik+1 ) is Polish;
since a closed subset of a Polish space is Polish, the proof follows.
It remains to establish the two claims. To prove the first claim, note that M+ (Ωik+1 )
is clearly nonempty, as it contains the set of Borel probability measures M(Ωik+1 ) on the
nonempty Polish space Ωik+1 . To show that M+ (Ωik+1 ) is Polish, it is sufficient to show that
M` (Ωik+1 ) is Polish for all ` ≤ k, since the sum of a (countable) sequence of Polish spaces is
Polish (Kechris, 1995, Prop. 3.3). But this follows directly from the fact that M` (Ωik+1 ) and
M(Ωi` ) are isometric.
To prove the second claim, let t̂i = (µi1 , µi2 , . . . , µik+1 ) ∈ Bki × M+ (Ωik+1 ) and suppose there
is a sequence (t̂in )n∈N in Bki , where t̂in = (µi1,n , µi2,n , . . . , µik+1,n ), such that t̂in → t̂i . It is sufficient
to show that t̂i ∈ Bki . Since Bki × M+ (Ωik+1 ) is endowed with the product topology,
margΩik µik+1,n → margΩik µik+1 ,
and
µik,n → µik .
i
for all n, it follows that
Because t̂in ∈ Bk+1

margΩik µik+1 = µik
i
so that t̂i ∈ Bk+1
.



Lemma B.2 (Heifetz, 1993, Thm. 6) For any (µi1 , . . . , µik ) ∈ Bki with µi` ∈ M(Ωi` ) for all
i
.
` ≤ k, there exists µik+1 ∈ M(Ωik+1 ) such that (µi1 , . . . , µik , µik+1 ) ∈ Bk+1
Proof. Let i = a, b, and fix (µi1 , . . . , µik ) ∈ Bki such that µi` ∈ M(Ωi` ) for all ` ≤ k. It
suffices to show that there exists a continuous mapping fki : M(Ωik ) → M(Ωik+1 ) such that
i
(µi1 , . . . , µik , fki (µik )) ∈ Bk+1
. To show this, we will construct a continuous mapping Fki : Ωik →
Ωi

Ωik+1 such that the composition πΩik+1 ◦ Fki is the identity function on Ωik . Suppose we have
k
defined such a continuous mapping Fki . Let fki be the inverse image, i.e.,
fki (µik ) := µik ◦ Fki

−1

for µik ∈ M(Ωik ). By standard results, fki is continuous (Aliprantis and Border, 2005, Thm.
Ωi
15.14). By assumption, πΩik+1 ◦ Fki is the identity function on Ωik , so that
k

Ωi

fki (µik ) ◦ πΩik+1
k

−1

= µik ◦ Fki
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−1

Ωi

◦ πΩik+1
k

−1

= µik .

Hence, it remains to construct Fki for i = a, b and k ∈ N. Fix an arbitrary θ0i ∈ Θ, and
define F1i : Ωi1 → Ωi2 by
F1i (θi ) = (θi , δθ0i )
Ωi

for θi ∈ Θ, where δx is the delta-function on x. Then clearly F1i is continuous, and πΩi2 ◦ F1i
1
is the identity function on Ωi1 . Suppose that Fki : Ωik → Ωik+1 has been defined for i = a, b
Ωi

so that Fki is continuous and πΩik+1 ◦ Fki is the identity function. Then fki is defined for both
k
players as above, and is continuous; in fact, it is the Borel probability measure on Ωik+1 under
which i assigns probability 1 to j assigning probability 1 to . . . (k times) that θ0i ∈ Θ has been
i
realized. Define Fk+1
: Ωik+1 → Ωik+2 by
i
i
(θi , µj1 , . . . , µjk , f j (µjk )),
(θi , µj1 , . . . , µjk ) = Fk+1
Fk+1
Ωi

i
i
where, as always, j 6= i. It follows that Fk+1
is continuous, and that πΩik+2 ◦Fk+1
is the identity
k+1
function.


Bi

Lemma B.3 For i = a, b and k ∈ N, the projection πB ik

is a surjection.

k−1

i
. It suffices to show that there exists µik ∈ M+ (Ωik ) such
Proof. Fix (µi1 , . . . , µik−1 ) ∈ Bk−1
that (µi1 , . . . , µik−1 , µik ) ∈ Bki . If µim is a Borel probability measure for all m, i.e., µim ∈ M(Ωim )
for m ≤ k − 1, then this follows from Lemma B.2. Hence, suppose there exists ` < k − 1 such
that µim ∈ M(Ωim ) for m ≤ ` and µim ∈ M` (Ωim ) otherwise. In that case, there exists a unique
probability measure µik ∈ M` (Ωik ) that coincides with µik−1 on B(Ωi` ).


The proof of Proposition 4.1 is now straightforward:
Proof of Proposition 4.1. If the spaces in an inverse limit sequence are nonempty and
the projections between them are surjective, then the inverse limit space is itself nonempty
(e.g., Hocking and Young, 1988, Lemma 2.84). It therefore follows from Lemmas B.1 and B.3
that the inverse limit Tbi is nonempty, where Tbi ⊂ ×k∈N M+ (Ωik ) is endowed with the relative
product topology. Since an inverse limit space is a closed subset of a product of Polish spaces
(Hocking and Young, 1988), the inverse limit space Tbi is Polish.


B.2

Proof of Proposition 4.2

The proof is by induction. As noted in the main text, the claim holds for m = 1. Let
m > 1 and suppose that the claim is true for m − 1. The proof that the claim holds for m
follows from the following steps:
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i
Step 1: For every (θ, tj ) ∈ Θ × T j , it holds that γm
(θ, tj ) ∈ Ωim .
i
Proof of Step 1. The first thing to show is that the last component of γm
(θ, tj ) is an
element of M+ (Ωjm−1 ) for all (θ, tj ) ∈ Θ × T j . Let tj ∈ T j be a type for player j. First
i
(θ, tj )
suppose that ΣjT i (tj ) ∈ Λjk for k < m − 1. In that case, the last component of γm
is µjk,m−1 (tj ) ∈ Mk (Ωjm−1 ) for any θ ∈ Θ, so that µjk,m−1 (tj ) ∈ M+ (Ωjm−1 ). So suppose that
j
ΣjT i (tj ) ∈ Λj≥m−1 . It follows from the induction hypothesis (4.2) that (γm−1
)−1 (B) ∈ B(Θ)⊗Σi`
j
for every B ∈ B(Ωjm−1 ), so that for each B ∈ B(Ωjm−1 ), the probability β j (tj ) ◦ (γm−1
)−1 (B)
j
is well defined. It follows that β j (tj ) ◦ (γm−1
)−1 ∈ M(Ωjm−1 ) for every tj ∈ Tkj .
To show that beliefs are coherent (in the sense defined in Section 4.1), it will again be
convenient to distinguish two cases. Let tj ∈ T j and let m > 2.26 First suppose that ΣjT i (tj ) ∈
Λjk for k < m − 1. For k = m − 2, it holds by construction that

margΩj

m−2

j
µjk,m−1 (tj ) = β j (tj ) ◦ (γm−2
)−1 ,

so that beliefs are coherent. So suppose k < m − 2. We need to show that
margΩj

m−2

µjk,m−1 (tj ) = µjk,m−2 (tj ),

where µjk,m−2 (tj ) is defined as above. To show this, note that margΩj

µjk,m−1 (tj ) is a proba
Ωj
Ωj
bility measure on the σ-algebra σ(πΩjm−2 ) on Ωjm−2 . Then, for every E ∈ σ πΩjm−2 ,
m−2

k

margΩj

m−2

k



−1
margΩj
β j (tj ) ◦ γkj
◦ π
k,m−2

−1
−1 
Ωj
= β j (tj ) ◦ γkj
◦ πΩjm−2
π

µjk,m−1 (tj )(E) =

k

=

Ωi

Ωjm−1
Ωjk
Ωjm−2
Ωjk



(E)



(E)



µjk,m−2 (tj )(E),

Next suppose that ΣjT i (tj ) ∈ Λj≥m−1 , and let E ∈ B(Ωim−2 ). Since the projection function

πΩim−1 is continuous, it is Borel measurable, so that
m−2

Ωi

πΩim−1
m−2

−1

(E) ∈ B(Ωim−1 ).

j
Also, note that by the induction hypothesis, γm−1
(θ, tj ) ∈ Ωim−1 for every (θ, tj ) ∈ Θ × T j .
Then,
−1
j
j
γm−2
(E) = {(θ, tj ) ∈ Θ × T j : γm−2
(θ, tj ) ∈ E}
n
o
−1
Ωi
j
= (θ, tj ) ∈ Θ × T j : γm−1
(θ, tj ) ∈ πΩim−1 (E)
m−2


−1
Ωim−1 −1
j
= γm−1
πΩi
(E) ,
m−2

26

The requirement that beliefs are coherent for m ≤ 2 is trivially satisfied.
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so that
j
β j (tj ) γm−2

−1


−1
−1
Ωi
j
(E) = β j (tj ) ◦ γm−1
◦ πΩim−1 (E)
m−2
−1
j
j j
= margΩim−2 β (t ) ◦ γm−1 (E),

so that beliefs are coherent also in this case.



For the next step, some new notation is needed. Let k ≤ Z and m > 1. For i = a, b, define
: M+ (Θ × T j ) → M+ (Ωim−1 ) by:27

γ im−1

∀µ ∈ M+ (Θ × T j ) :

i
γ im−1 (µ) := µ ◦ γm−1

−1

.

Also, let S(M+ (Θ × T j ); k) be the sub-σ algebra (of the Borel σ-algebra on M+ (Θ × T j ))
generated by sets of the form
{µ ∈ M+ (Θ × T j ) : E ∈ Σ(µ), µ(E) ≥ p} :

E ∈ B(Θ) ⊗ Skj , p ∈ [0, 1],

S
where Skj ∈ `≤k Λi` , and where Σ(µ) is the σ-algebra on which the probability measure µ is
defined.28 By Lemma D.5, it holds that the Borel σ-algebra on M+ (Ωim ) is generated by sets
of the form
{µ ∈ M+ (Ωim ) : E ∈ Σ(µ), µ(E) ≥ p} :

E ∈ B(Ωim ), p ∈ [0, 1].

Step 2: Suppose that the induction hypothesis (4.2) holds. Then,
γ jm−1

−1

(M ) ∈ S(M+ (Θ × T i ); m − 1)

for every M ∈ B(M+ (Ωjm−1 )).
Proof of Step 2. To show that for all M ∈ B(M+ (Ωjm−1 )),
γ jm−1

−1

∈ S(M+ (Θ × T i ); m − 1),

note that it follows from Corollary 4.24 of Aliprantis and Border (2005) that this holds if and
only if


µ ∈ M+ (Θ × T i ) : γ jm−1 (µ) ∈ {ν ∈ M+ (Ωjm−1 ) : E ∈ Σ(ν), ν(E) ≥ p}

27

That is, the definition of γ im−1 is very similar to the definition of the image measure induced by the
i
function γm
. The difference is that the domain of an image measure (as commonly defined) consists of
probability measures defined on a single σ-algebra, and similarly for the range space.
S
S
28
Note that `≤k Λi` is nonempty, as Σj1 ∈ `≤k Λi` .
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is an element of S(M+ (Θ × T i ); m − 1) for all E ∈ B(Ωjm−1 ) and p ∈ [0, 1]. Equivalently, the
claim holds if and only if
j
j
{µ ∈ M+ (Θ × T i ) : E ∈ Σ(µ ◦ (γm−1
)−1 ), µ ◦ (γm−1
)−1 (E) ≥ p}

is in S(M+ (Θ × T i ); m − 1) for every E ∈ B(Ωjm−1 ) and p ∈ [0, 1]. To prove this, recall that
S(M+ (Θ × T i ); m − 1) is generated by sets of the form
{µ ∈ M+ (Θ × T i ) : B ∈ Σ(µ), µ(B) ≥ p} :

i
B ∈ B(Θ) × Sm−1
, p ∈ [0, 1],

i
∈ Λjm−1 . The result therefore follows if for every E ∈ B(Ωjm−1 ), there exists
where Sm−1
j
i
)−1 (E). But this is immediate from (4.2).

B ∈ B(Θ) ⊗ Sm−1
such that B = (γm−1

Step 3: For every M ∈ S(M+ (Θ × T i ); m − 1) and Σjk ∈ Λi≥m , it holds that (β j )−1 (M ) ∈ Σjk .
Proof of Step 3. Note that Λi≥m is nonempty, as it contains ΣjZ . Let Σjk ∈ Λi≥m and let
i
Sm−1
∈ Λjm−1 . By Corollary 4.24 of Aliprantis and Border (2005), it is sufficient to show that
i
and p ∈ [0, 1],
for every E ∈ B(Θ) ⊗ Sm−1
{tj ∈ T j : E ∈ Σj (tj ), β j (tj )(E) ≥ p} ∈ Σjk .
But this follows from Proposition 3.2.



Step 4: Suppose the induction hypothesis (4.2) holds. Then, for every M ∈ B(M+ (Ωjm−1 )),
−1
it holds that γ jm−1 ◦ β j (M ) ∈ Σjk for every Σjk ∈ Λi≥m .
Proof of Step 4. This follows directly from Steps 2 and 3.

.

Suppose Λim−1 6= ∅ and let Σjk ∈ Λi≥m . Using (4.2), it follows from Steps 2–4 that

i −1
∀B ∈ B(Ωim ) :
γm
(B) ∈ B(Θ) ⊗ Σjk .
Together with Step 1, this implies that γ`i is well defined for every ` ∈ N. It follows immediately
that the function hi is well defined.


B.3

Proof of Theorem 4.3

Let ti ∈ T i be a type for player i, and suppose ΣiT j (ti ) ∈ Λik , k < ∞. It follows from
Proposition 4.2 that

β i (ti ) ◦ (γ1i )−1 , . . . , β i (ti ) ◦ (γki )−1 ∈ Bki .
Moreover, β i (ti ) ◦ (γ`i )−1 ∈ M(Ωi` ) for ` ≤ k. It follows from the definition of µik,m (ti ), m > k,
that µik,m (ti ) ∈ Mk (Ωim ), and

i
i
β i (ti ) ◦ (γ1i )−1 , . . . , β i (ti ) ◦ (γk−1
)−1 , µik,k+1 (ti ), . . . , µik,m (ti ) ∈ Bm
.
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Hence, hi (ti ) ∈ Tbki , so that hi (ti ) is a finite hierarchy of depth k.
Next suppose ΣiT j (ti ) = B(T j ). By Proposition 4.2, it holds that

i
β i (ti ) ◦ (γ1i )−1 , . . . , β i (ti ) ◦ (γk−1
)−1 ∈ Bki
i
for all k. Also, β i (ti ) ◦ (γ`i )−1 ∈ M(Ωi` ) for all ` ∈ N. Conclude that hi (ti ) ∈ Tb∞
, so that hi (ti )
has infinite depth.


Appendix C
C.1

Proofs for Section 5

The belief operator

To discuss the properties of the belief operator, it will be useful to define the complement of
the event that a player believes some event E. As before, let T be an extended type structure,
with type sets T a , T b for Ann and Bob, respectively, and let E ∈ B(Θ) ⊗ B(T a ) ⊗ B(T b ) be
an event. Recall the definition of Eta , where ta is an arbitrary type for Ann. The event that
Ann does not believe E, denoted N B a (E), is then
N B a (E) := {(θ, ta , tb ) ∈ Θ × T a × T b : Eta 6∈ Σa (ta ) or β a (ta )(Eta ) < 1},
with N B b (E) defined analogously. That is, if a type for Ann does not believe E, then either
she assigns probability less than 1 to E, or her perception is too coarse to reason about E, in
the sense that E is not an event for her type.29
Allowing for the fact that players may not be able to reason about all higher-order events,
the belief operator satisfies the usual properties, as can be readily verified:
Necessitation: B a (Θ × T a × T b ) = Θ × T a × T b ;
Monotonicity: For any E ∈ B(Θ) ⊗ B(T a ) ⊗ Σbk and F ∈ B(Θ) ⊗ B(T a ) ⊗ Σbk , where
k ≤ Z, ` ≤ k, such that E ⊆ F , it holds that B a (E) ⊆ B a (F );
Conjunction: For any E, F ∈ B(Θ) ⊗ B(T a ) ⊗ B(T b ),
B a (E) ∩ B a (F ) ⊆ B a (E ∩ F );
if, in addition, E, F ∈ B(Θ) ⊗ B(T a ) ⊗ Σbk , k ≤ Z, implies E ∩ F ∈ B(Θ) ⊗ B(T a ) ⊗ Σbk ,
then
B a (E) ∩ B a (F ) ⊇ B a (E ∩ F );
29

This definition is similar to the one employed by Heifetz et al. (2006) in the context of unawareness.
However, their definition satisfies different properties, which is not surprising given the differences between
unawareness and the issues studied here; also see Halpern and Moses (1990).
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Positive introspection: For any E ∈ B(Θ) ⊗ B(T a ) ⊗ B(T b ),
B a (E) ⊆ B a (B a (E));
Negative introspection: For any E ∈ B(Θ) ⊗ B(T a ) ⊗ B(T b ),
N B a (E) ⊆ B a (N B a (E));
with similar conditions holding for Bob’s belief operator B b . Necessitation is a weak consistency condition. Monotonicity says that if a player believes an event E, then she also believes
any event F implied by E. Conjunction means that a player believes both E and F if and
only if she believes E and she believes F . Positive introspection is an important property
that says that if a player believes an event E, then she believes that she believes it. Negative
introspection, on the other hand, states that a player knows what she does not believe: If Ann
does not believe E, then she believes that she does not believe E.30
The properties listed above are similar to the ones satisfied by the usual belief operator,
defined for the case where players have an infinite depth of reasoning. The only difference
is that in the current setting, monotonicity and conjunction only hold for certain classes of
events. Specifically, monotonicity is only guaranteed to hold if the implied event F is also an
event in the σ-algebra in which E is an event. Similarly, conjunction holds if E ∩ F is an event
for a type whenever E and F are events for that type; otherwise, it need not hold. In the
standard setting, where the beliefs of all types of a player are defined on the same σ-algebra,
monotonicity and conjunction hold for all events in the σ-algebra associated with the types of
the player.

C.2

Proof of Proposition 5.1

(a) Let T i = THi for i = a, b, and choose χi such that for each ti ∈ T i , Σi (ti ) = B(Θ) ⊗ B(T j )
i
and β i (ti ) = βH
(tiH ), where tiH ∈ THi is the type in the Harsanyi structure corresponding to ti .
Suppose each player has only one type in the Harsanyi type structure. In that case,
i
Σ1 = {T i , ∅} = B(T i ) for each player i, as the Borel σ-algebra contains the singletons. It
is easy to see that Condition 3.1 is satisfied with Z = 1; the other conditions are trivially
satisfied. If some player has more than one type. In that case, all conditions are satisfied
when Z = 2.
(b) Fix an extended type structure T (with type sets T a , T b ) that is equivalent to a Harsanyi
type structure TH in the sense defined in part (a). Then, by Condition 3.4, it holds that
30

That the belief operator satisfies positive and negative introspection is a direct implication from the
assumption that a player knows her own type.
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a
b
b
T∞
= T a and T∞
= T b , so that trivially Θ × T∞
∈ Σa (ta ) for each type ta ∈ T a for Ann, and
similarly for Bob. The result is then immediate.
a
b
(c) By definition, Θ × T a × T b ⊇ Θ × T∞
× T∞
. Using the definition of common belief and
b
a
), it follows that
× T∞
that Θ × T a × T b = ∩` B ` (Θ × T∞
a
b
a
b
a
b
Θ × T a × T b = ∩` B ` (Θ × T∞
× T∞
) ⊆ B(Θ × T∞
× T∞
) =⊆ Θ × T∞
× T∞
,
a
b
a
b
so that T∞
= T a , and T∞
= T b .31 A Harsanyi type structure TH = hTHa , THb , βH
, βH
i such that
the extended type structure T is equivalent to TH can now be constructed by setting THi := T i
i
and βH
(tiH ) := β i (ti ) for each ti ∈ T i , where tiH is the type in THi corresponding to ti . It can
easily be checked that this is a Harsanyi type structure.


C.3

Proof of Theorem 5.2

Let T be an extended type structure with type sets T a , T b , and recall that the function
hi : T i → Tbi defined in Section 4 maps each type in T i to a belief hierarchy in Tbi . The function
hi is the hierarchy map from T i into Tbi . Denote the subset of types for player i with infinite
i
depth by T∞
⊆ T i.
The following preliminary result shows that type morphisms preserve infinite hierarchies
of beliefs:
Lemma C.1 Let ϕ = (ϕa , ϕb ) be a type morphism from an extended type structure T to an
extended type structure Q. Then, for each player i,
hiQ (ϕi (ti )) = hiT (ti )
i
for each type ti ∈ T∞
, where hiT and hiQ are the hierarchy maps from T i and Qi into Tbi ,
respectively.
i
Proof. Denote the belief maps of player i in T and Q by βTi and βQ
, respectively. It is
i
j
i
i
i
sufficient to show that γk,Q ◦ (IdΘ , ϕ ) = γk,T , where γk,Q and γk,T are the mappings defined
in Section 4 with domains Θ × Qj and Θ × T j , respectively, and IdΘ is the identity function
j
i
i
on Θ. The proof is by induction. For every (θ, tj ) ∈ Θ × T∞
, γ1,Q
(θ, ϕj (tj )) = θ = γ1,T
(θ, tj ).
For k > 1, suppose the claim is true for k − 1. Then, using the induction hypothesis and that
31

i
j
Indeed, it can readily be verified that Θ × T∞
∈ Σj (tj ) for any tj ∈ T∞
.
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j
ϕ is a type morphism, it holds for each (θ, tj ) ∈ Θ × T∞
that
j
j
i
i
)−1 )
γk,Q
(θ, ϕj (tj )) = (γk−1,Q
(θ, ϕj (tj )), βQ
(ϕj (tj )) ◦ (γk−1,Q
j
i
(θ, tj ), βTj (tj ) ◦ (IdΘ , ϕi )−1 ◦ (γk−1,Q
)−1 )
= (γk−1,T
j
i
◦ (IdΘ , ϕi ))−1 )
= (γk−1,T
(θ, tj ), βTj (tj ) ◦ (γk−1,Q
j
i
= (γk−1,T
(θ, tj ), βTj (tj ) ◦ (γk−1,T
)−1 ).

It follows that
i
i
i
i
)−1 , βQ
(ϕi (ti )) ◦ (γ2,Q
)−1 , . . .)
(ϕi (ti )) ◦ (γ1,Q
hiQ (ϕi (ti )) = (βQ
i
i
= (βTi (ti ) ◦ (γ1,T
)−1 , βTi (ti ) ◦ (γ2,T
)−1 , . . .)

= hiT (ti ),
i
for each ti ∈ T∞



We are now ready to prove Theorem 5.2. Let Θ be the set of states of nature, and let TH
be a Harsanyi type structure on Θ, and let T be the extended type structure that is equivalent
to the Harsanyi structure, as defined in Proposition 5.1, with type sets T a , T b and belief maps
β a , β b for Ann and Bob, respectively. Denote the σ-algebras in the filtration on T i by Σik ,
k ≤ ∞, as before, and recall that there exists Z ≤ ∞ such that ΣiZ = B(T i ). It follows from
Proposition 5.1 that each type in T i has infinite depth, i.e., for each ti ∈ T i , the associated
i
σ-algebra is Σi (ti ) = B(Θ) ⊗ ΣjZ , so that T∞
= T i . By Proposition D.3, there is a canonical
structure Tb , where the type set Tbi of player i is given by the space of finite and infinite belief
hierarchies on Θ, and the belief map ψ i is canonical, as defined in Proposition D.1.
To show that each extended type structure derived from a Harsanyi type structure can be
embedded in the canonical structure, define ϕi := hi for each player i, where hi : T i → Tbi is
i
the hierarchy map for player i. Note that, since T i = T∞
, the function ϕi is indeed defined
only for types of infinite depth. It follows from the proof of Proposition 4.2 that ϕi is Borel
measurable, i.e., for each B ∈ B(Tbi ),
(ϕi )−1 (B) ∈ B(T i ).
Let E ∈ B(Θ) ⊗ B(Tbj ) be a Borel set. Using that the belief map ψ i is canonical,


ψ i ϕi (ti ) (E) = ψ i β i (ti ) ◦ (γ1i )−1 , β i (ti ) ◦ (γ2i )−1 , . . .

= β i (ti ) (IdΘ , ϕj )−1 (E) ,
so that ϕ is a type morphism. Since type morphisms preserve belief hierarchies (Lemma C.1),
ϕ is the unique type morphism into the spaces of belief hierarchies Tba , Tbb .
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Appendix D

The canonical structure

Section 4 constructs finite and infinite belief hierarchies to characterize the depth of types
in extended type structures (Theorem 4.3). Here I demonstrate that the resulting spaces
of belief hierarchies Tba , Tbb define an extended type structure (Proposition D.3), called the
canonical structure. This result is used in the proof of Theorem 5.2 to show that any extended
type structure derived from a Harsanyi type structure can be embedded into this structure.
Recall the definitions from Section 4.1. It will also be useful to define Ωi := Θ × Tbj for
each player i and j 6= i, so that Ωi is the full domain of uncertainty for player i. It follows
directly from 4.1 that Ωi is nonempty and Polish. Also define B0i := {Tbi , ∅} to be the trivial
σ-algebra on Tbi .
The next result states that a (finite or infinite) hierarchy in Tbi fully describes a player’s
uncertainty: Any hierarchy for player i uniquely determines a belief on Ωi = Θ× Tbj . Moreover,
the mapping from a hierarchy for a player i to a belief over Θ × Tbj is canonical in the sense
that the belief about Θ × Tbj agrees with the beliefs on the spaces Ωi1 , Ωi2 , . . . specified by the
hierarchy that induces that belief:
i
Proposition D.1 (a) If (µi1 , µi2 , . . .) ∈ Tb∞
, then there exists a unique probability measure
i
j
j
b
b
µ on (Θ × T , B(Θ) ⊗ B(T )) such that

margΩik µi = µik
for all k ∈ N.
(b) If (µi1 , µi2 , . . .) ∈ Tb`i for ` ∈ N, then there exists a unique probability measure µi on
bj 
Θ × Tbj , B(Θ) ⊗ σ πBT j
such that
`−1

margΩik µi = µik .
for all k ∈ N.
Proof. (a) First note that it follows from Proposition 4.1 that Ωi = Θ × Tbj is a nonempty
Polish space. By a version of the Kolmogorov extension theorem (Parthasarathy, 1978, Prop.
i
27.4), there exists a unique Borel probability measure µi on Θ × Tbj for any (µi1 , µi2 , . . .) ∈ Tb∞
i
such that πΩΩi (µi ) = µik for all k.
k

(b) Fix k ∈ N and consider a hierarchy t̂i = (µi1 , . . . , µik , µik+1 , . . .) ∈ Tbki of depth k. Then
Θ×Tbj
the unique probability measure µi on the measurable space (Θ× Tbj , B(Θ)⊗σ(πΘ×B
) defined
j
k−1
by


bj

Θ×T
µi (A) = µik πΘ×B
(A)
j
k−1
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bj

j
Θ×T
)} satisfies the requirements.

for all A ∈ {(πΘ×B
)−1 (B) : B ∈ B(Θ × Bk−1
j
k−1
That is, each belief hierarchy can be associated with a belief about Θ and the belief hierarchy
of the other player. It follows from Lemma D.4 that the beliefs associated with hierarchies of
greater depth are defined on a strictly finer σ-algebra than hierarchies of smaller depth. In
particular, the beliefs of a hierarchy whose depth is infinite are defined on the Borel σ-algebra,
which is finer than any of the other σ-algebras.
This result can be used to define an extended type structure, where the set of types for each
player i is the set of finite and infinite belief hierarchies Tbi . To state this result, a topology
on this set of probability measures needs to be specified. Recall that M(Θ × Tbj ) is the set of
Borel probability measures on Θ × Tbj and that M` (Θ × Tbj ) is the set of probability measures
bj 
on (Θ × Tbj , B(Θ) ⊗ σ πBT j ), for ` ∈ N. Let
`−1

M+ (Θ × Tbj ) := M(Θ × Tbj ) ∪

[

M` (Θ × Tbj )

`∈N

be the collection of these probability measures. Define the following function on M+ (Θ ×
Tbj ) × M+ (Θ × Tbj ): For µ, µ0 ∈ M+ (Θ × Tbj ),

0
0
i
bj

 ρ̃Tb (µ, µ ) if µ, µ ∈ M(Θ × T );
ρiTb (µ, µ0 ) =
ρ̃ik (µk , µ0k ) if µ, µ0 ∈ Mk (Θ × Tbj );


1
otherwise;
where ρ̃iTb is the Prohorov metric on M(Θ × Tbj ), νk := margΘ×B j ν, and ρ̃ik is the Prohorov
k−1
j
i
i
metric on Θ × B
= Ω , as before. It is easy to verify that ρ is a metric on M+ (Θ × Tbj ).
k−1

k

Tb
i
i
(µ1 , µ2 , . . .)

By Proposition D.1 above, each belief hierarchy
of player i can be associated
i
with a unique belief µ over the basic space of uncertainty Θ and the other player’s belief
hierarchies Tbj in such a way that i’s belief over his kth-order space of uncertainty (as specified
by the marginal of µi on Ωik ) coincides with µik . The inverse mapping assigns to each belief
µi over Ωi = Θ × Tbj a belief hierarchy (margΩik µi )k∈N . It turns out that both mappings are
continuous bijections, so that this defines a homeomorphism, as the next result demonstrates:

Proposition D.2 Let i, j = a, b, j 6= i.
i
i
(a) There is a homeomorphism ψ∞
: Tb∞
→ M(Θ × Tbj ).

(b) For each k ∈ N, there is a homeomorphism ψki : Tbki → Mk (Θ × Tbj ), where Mk (Θ × Tbj )
bj 
is the set of probability measures on Θ × Tbj with σ-algebra B(Θ) ⊗ σ πBT j .
k−1

(c) There is a homeomorphism ψ i : Tbi → M+ (Θ × Tbj ).
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bj 
bj 
(d) For any k ∈ N, σ πBT j
is a strict subset of B(Tbj ). Moreover, σ πBT j
is a strict
k−1
k−1

bj
subset of πBT j
whenever k < k 0 .
k0 −1

i
Proof. (a) By Proposition D.1, each hierarchy (µi1 , µi2 , . . .) ∈ Tb∞
can be associated with
i
j
a unique Borel probability measure µ on Θ × Tb . Denote the function that maps Tbi to
i
i
M(Θ × Tbj ) in this way by ψ∞
. Conversely, let r∞
: M(Θ × Tbj ) → Tbi be the mapping that
assigns to each µi ∈ M(Θ × Tbj ) the hierarchy (margΩi µi )k∈N . The function ri is the inverse
∞

k

i
ψ∞

i
;
ψ∞

i
are continuous. The
and r∞
i
i
i
ψ∞ (t̂n ) → ψ∞
(t̂i ) in M(Θ ×
i
bj

i
ψ∞

is continuous if
function
it remains to show that
of
i
i
i
j
b
b
and only if t̂n → t̂ in T∞ implies
T ). But the cylinders form
a convergence determining class in Ω = Θ × T (Billingsley, 1999, Thm. 2.4), and the value
i
of ψ∞
(t̂i ) for t̂i = (µi1 , µi2 , . . .) on the cylinders is given by the µik ’s. Finally, it follows directly
from the continuity of the marginal operator that rki is continuous.
(b) By Proposition D.1(b), each finite hierarchy t̂i = (µi1 , µi2 , . . .) ∈ Tb`i of depth ` can be
associated with a unique probability measure µi on the measurable space (Θ × Tbj , B(Θ) ⊗
bj
σ(πBT j ) such that its marginal on Ωik coincides with µik for all k. Denote the mapping
`−1

that associates each t̂i ∈ Tb`i with such a probability measure by ψ`i . Conversely, every µi ∈
M` (Θ × Tbj ) can be mapped into Tb`i by taking the appropriate marginal. This mapping clearly
defines the inverse of ψ`i , and is continuous. The continuity of ψ`i is immediate since ψ`i (t̂i ) is
completely determined by the `th element of t̂i .
(c) Immediate from (a) and (b).
(d) To establish the first result, it will be useful to first prove the following:
 

−1
Ωi
i
i
πΩi
B(Ω ) = σ
(B) : B ∈ B(Ωk ), k ∈ N
.
k

To show this, let G(Ωik ) be the collection of open sets in Ωik , where k ∈ N, and recall that σ(E)
for a collection of subsets of a set X denotes the σ-algebra on X generated by E. Then, as
the open sets generate the Borel σ-algebra, and Ωi is endowed with the product topology,

 
−1
i
i
Ωi
B(Ω ) = σ
(B) : B ∈ G(Ωk ), k ∈ N
.
πΩi
k

Hence, it is sufficient to show that
 

 

−1
−1
Ωi
i
Ωi
i
σ
πΩi
(B) : B ∈ B(Ωk ), k ∈ N
=σ
πΩi
(B) : B ∈ G(Ωk ), k ∈ N
.
k

k

Since the Borel sets include the open sets, it is immediate that

 

 
−1
−1
Ωi
i
Ωi
i
(B) : B ∈ G(Ωk ), k ∈ N
.
σ
πΩi
(B) : B ∈ B(Ωk ), k ∈ N
⊇σ
πΩi
k

k
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It remains to show the reverse inclusion. The reverse inclusion holds if
 

 

−1
−1
Ωi
i
Ωi
i
πΩi
(B) : B ∈ B(Ωk ), k ∈ N ⊆ σ
πΩi
(B) : B ∈ G(Ωk ), k ∈ N
.
k

k

By Lemma 4.23 of Aliprantis and Border (2005), this holds if
 
  

−1
−1

Ωi
i
Ωi
i
πΩi
(B) : B ∈ B(Ωk ), k ∈ N ⊆
πΩi
(B) : B ∈ σ G({Ωk : k ∈ N}) .
k

k

Using that the spaces Ωik are disjoint, where k ∈ N, the above follows if B(Ωik ) ⊆ σ(G(Ωik ))
for all k. But this is immediate, since the open sets generate the Borel σ-algebra. Conclude
i
that σ(πΩΩi ) ⊆ B(Ωi ) for all k. To show that the inclusion is strict, it needs to be shown that
k

there exists E ∈ B(Ωi ) such that E 6∈ σ(πΩΩi ). Taking E to be a singleton of Ωi , a similar
k
argument as in the proof of Lemma B.2 can be applied, and the result follows.
Turning to the second claim, note that Ωik = Θ × Bkj is Polish for all k, so that B(Ωik ) =
B(Θ) ⊗ B(Bkj ). By Lemma D.4, B(Bkj ) ( B(Bkj 0 ) whenever k < k 0 , and the result follows. 
i

Proposition D.2 can be used to define an extended type structure, where the types for each
player are the belief hierarchies:
bi

Proposition D.3 For i = a, b and k ∈ N, let Ski := σ πBT i ) and define S1i := {Tbi , ∅}, and
k−1
i
S∞
:= B(Tbi ). Then, the structure
hTba , Tbb , χa , χb , (Ska )k∈N∪{∞} , (Skb )k∈N∪{∞} i,
with χi a mapping from the type set Tbi to a collection of probability spaces defined by
∀t̂i ∈ Tbki :

χi (t̂i ) := (Θ × Tbj , B(Θ) ⊗ Skj , ψ i (t̂i ))

is an extended type structure.
The proof of this result is relegated to the next section, as it requires some additional results.
The extended type structure identified in Proposition D.3 will be referred to as the canonical
structure, since the belief maps ψ a , ψ b are canonical (Proposition D.1). Additionally, since the
belief map ψ i is a surjection for each player i, there is a type with every possible belief about
Θ × T j , so that this extended type structure is complete (Brandenburger, 2003).

D.1
D.1.1

Proof of Proposition D.3
Preliminary results

The following results will be useful.
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Lemma D.4 Let k ∈ N, k > 1, and let `, m ≤ k be such that m > `. Then
Ωi

Ωi

σ(πΩi` ) ( σ(πΩim ).
k+1

k+1

Moreover,
Ωi

σ(πΩi` ) ( B(Ωik+1 )
k+1

for all `.
Ωi 
Proof. To prove the first claim, suppose ` < m for `, m ≤ k, and suppose E`,k+1 ∈ σ πΩik+1 .
`
Ωik+1 −1
i
That is, there is E` ∈ B(Ω` ) such that E`,k+1 = πΩi
(E` ). To show that E`,k+1 ∈
`
Ωi
Ωik+1 
σ πΩi , it suffices to show that there exists Em ∈ B(Ωim ) such that E`,k+1 = (πΩik+1 )−1 (Em ).
m
m
By construction,




Ωi

E`,k+1 = πΩik+1

−1

−1

Ωi

◦ πΩim

m

(E` ).

`

Ωi

Ωi

Since the projection πΩim is continuous, it is Borel measurable, so that (πΩim
`
`
Ωik+1 
Ωik+1 
This establishes that σ πΩi
⊆ σ πΩi .

−1

(E` ) ∈ B(Ωim ).

m

`

Ωi 
To show that the inclusion is strict, it suffices to show that there exists Em,k+1 ∈ σ πΩik+1
m
Ωik+1 
i
such that Em,k+1 6∈ σ πΩi . By Lemma B.1 below, Ωc is nonempty for every c ∈ N. Define
`

Em := {(θi , µj1 , . . . , µjm )}
for some (θi , µj1 , . . . , µjm ) ∈ Ωim such that µjc is a Borel probability measure on Ωjc for all c ≤ m,
i.e., µjc ∈ M(Ωjc ). Note that such an element of Ωim always exists; for instance, we can take
(θ, µj1 , . . . , µjm ) such that µj1 assigns probability 1 to some θ0 ∈ Θ, µj2 assigns probability 1 to
the event that i assigns probability 1 to θ0 , and so on. Again by Lemma B.1, Ωim is Polish, so
that Em is indeed a Borel set of Ωim . Hence,


Ωi

πΩik+1

−1

m

 Ωi 
(Em ) ∈ σ πΩik+1 .
`

If it can be shown that there is no E` ∈ B(Ωi` ) such that


Ωik+1

πΩi

`

−1

(E` ) =



Ωi
πΩik+1
m

−1

(Em ),

(D.1)

then the proof of the claim is complete. Suppose by contradiction that there exists E` such
that (D.1) holds. Then,
 i −1
Ω
πΩim
(E` ) = Em ,
`
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or, equivalently,
n
o
Ωi
j
j
) ∈ E` = {(θi , µj1 , . . . , µjm )}.
) ∈ Ωim : πΩim (ui , ν1j , . . . , νm
(ui , ν1j , . . . , νm
`

This can only hold if E` = {(θi , µj1 , . . . , µj` )}, so that
n
o
Ωi
j
j
(ui , ν1j , . . . , νm
) ∈ Ωim : πΩim (ui , ν1j , . . . , νm
) ∈ E` =
`
 i j
j
(θ , ν1 , . . . , νm
) ∈ Ωim : νcj = µjc for c ≤ ` .
Consequently, it suffices to show that this set is not a singleton. Since Θ contains at least two
elements, it follows from the proof of Lemma B.2 below that it is possible to construct two sei
i
i
i
quences of continuous functions, denoted g`i , g`+1
, . . . , gm−1
and f`i , f`+1
, . . . , fm−1
, respectively,
i
i
i
for each player i, where, for all c, gc and fc are functions from M(Ωc ) to M(Ωic+1 ), gci 6= fci ,
and
j
j
j
(θi , µj1 , . . . , µj` , g`j (µj` ), g`+1
(g`j (µj` )), . . . , gm−1
(gm−2
(· · · (g`j (µj` ))))) ∈ Ωim ,
j
j
j
(θi , µj1 , . . . , µj` , f`j (µj` ), f`+1
(f`j (µj` )), . . . , fm−1
(fm−2
(· · · (f`j (µj` ))))) ∈ Ωim ,

i.e., the set of extensions of (θi , µj1 , . . . , µj` ) to Ωim is not a singleton.
Ωi
Now turn to the second claim. Again, it follows directly from the fact that πΩik+1 is Borel
`
Ωi 
measurable that σ πΩik+1 ⊆ B(Ωik+1 ). The proof that the inclusion is strict is identical to the
`
proof above, and thus omitted.


Lemma D.5 The Borel σ-algebra on M+ (Ωik+1 ) induced by the topology generated by ρik+1
coincides with the σ-algebra generated by sets of the form
{µ ∈ M(Ωik+1 ) : µ(E) ≥ p} :

E ∈ B(Ωik+1 ), p ∈ [0, 1],

{µ ∈ M` (Ωik+1 ) : µ(E) ≥ p} :

Ωi 
E ∈ σ πΩik+1 , p ∈ [0, 1],

and
`

for ` = 1, . . . , k.
Proof. First consider the subspace M(Ωik+1 ), endowed with the topology induced by the
Prohorov metric ρ̃ik+1 . The Prohorov metric metrizes the weak topology. It follows from
the proof of Lemma 14.16 of Aliprantis and Border (2005) that the Borel σ-algebra induced
by the weak topology coincides with the σ-algebra generated by the maps µ 7→ µ(E) for
E ∈ B(Ωik+1 ). But this σ-algebra is identical to the σ-algebra generated by sets of the form
{µ ∈ M(Ωik+1 ) : µ(E) ≥ p},
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for E ∈ B(Ωik+1 ) and p ∈ [0, 1] (e.g. Kechris, 1995, p. 67).
Next consider a subspace M` (Ωik+1 ), where ` = 1, . . . , k. By the same argument as above,
the σ-algebra on M(Ωi` ) induced by the weak topology (metrized by the Prohorov metric ρ̃i` ),
denoted Q` , coincides with the σ-algebra on M(Ωi` ) generated by sets of the form
{µ ∈ M(Ωi` ) : µ(E) ≥ p},
for E ∈ B(Ωi` ) and p ∈ [0, 1], which will be denoted Q0` . Define a function f : M` (Ωik+1 ) →
M(Ωi` ) by:
∀µ ∈ M` (Ωik+1 ) :
f (µ) = margΩi` µ.
For a function g : X → Y and a collection of subsets E of Y , define
g −1 (E) := {g −1 (E) : E ∈ E}.
It is immediate that the fact that Q` and Q0` coincide implies that
f −1 (Q` ) = f −i (Q0` ).
Clearly, the proof is complete if the following claims hold:
Claim 1.

f −1 (Q0` ) is the σ-algebra on M` (Ωik+1 ) generated by sets of the form
Ωi 
{µ ∈ M` (Ωik+1 ) : µ(E) ≥ p} :
E ∈ σ πΩik+1 , p ∈ [0, 1].
`

Proof of Claim 1.

Using Lemma 4.23 of Aliprantis and Border (2005), it holds that


−1
0
−1
i
i
f (Q` ) = f
σ {{µ ∈ M(Ω` ) : µ(E) ≥ p} : E ∈ B(Ω` ), p ∈ [0, 1]}


= σ f −1 ({µ ∈ M(Ωi` ) : µ(E) ≥ p}) : E ∈ B(Ωi` ), p ∈ [0, 1]}


Ωik+1 
i
= σ {{µ ∈ M` (Ωk+1 ) : µ(E) ≥ p} : E ∈ σ πΩi ), p ∈ [0, 1]} ,
`

which proves the claim.



Claim 2. f −1 (Q` ) is the σ-algebra on M` (Ωik+1 ) induced by the relative topology generated
by ρik+1 .
Proof of Claim 2. We first introduce some notation. Given a metric space (X, d) and r > 0,
let
Br (x) := {z ∈ Z : d(x, z) < r}
be the open ball centered at x of radius r. A subset A of X is d-open if for each a ∈ A, there
exists r > 0 (dependent on a) such that Br (a) ⊆ A. Then, using that the open sets generate
the Borel σ-algebra, it follows from Lemma 4.23 of Aliprantis and Border (2005) that
f −1 (Q` ) = f −1 (σ({A ⊆ M(Ωi` ) : A is ρ̃i` -open}))

= σ f −1 ({A ⊆ M(Ωi` ) : A is ρ̃i` -open}) .
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The following lemmas will be helpful:
Lemma D.6 Let A ⊆ M(Ωi` ). Then A is ρ̃i` -open if and only if f −1 (A) is ρik+1 -open.
Proof. Suppose A ⊆ M(Ωi` ) is ρ̃i` -open. Let b ∈ f −1 (A), that is, margΩi` b ∈ A. Then there
exists r > 0 such that
{µ` ∈ M(Ωi` ) : ρ̃i` (margΩi` b, µ` ) < r}.
Using the definition of ρik+1 , it is sufficient to show that
{µk+1 ∈ M` (Ωik+1 ) : ρ̃i` (margΩi` b, margΩik+1 µk+1 ) < r} ⊆ f −1 (A) = {µk+1 ∈ M` (Ωik+1 ) : margΩi` µk+1 ∈ A}.
To show this, suppose that µk+1 ∈ M` (Ωik+1 ) is such that ρ̃i` (margΩi` b, margΩik+1 µk+1 ) < r, and
define µ` := margΩi` µk+1 . Then, by assumption, ρ̃i` (margΩi` b, µi` ) < r, and µi` = margΩi` µk+1 ∈
A. It follows that µk+1 ∈ f −1 (A).
To prove the other direction, fix a ∈ A, and let b ∈ M` (Ωik+1 ) be such that margΩi` b = a.
By assumption, there exists r > 0 such that
{µk+1 ∈ M` (Ωik+1 ) : ρ̃i` (µk+1 , a) < r} ⊆ {µk+1 ∈ M` (Ωik+1 ) : margΩi` µk+1 ∈ A}.

(D.2)

It is sufficient to show that
{µ` ∈ M(Ωi` ) : ρ̃i` (µ` , a) < r} ⊆ A.
Suppose µ` ∈ M(Ωi` ) is such that ρ̃i` (µ` , a) < r, and let µk+1 ∈ M` (Ωik+1 ) be such that
µ` = margΩi` µk+1 , so that ρ̃i` (margΩi` µk+1 , a) < r. By (D.2), margΩi` µk+1 ∈ A, so µ` ∈ A.

Lemma D.7 The collection of sets {f −1 (A) ⊆ M` (Ωik+1 ) : A is ρ̃i` -open, A ∈ M(Ωi` )} is
equal to the collection {B ⊆ M` (Ωik+1 ) : B is ρ̃i` -open}.
Proof. Clearly,
{f −1 (A) ⊆ M` (Ωik+1 ) : A is ρ̃i` -open, A ∈ M(Ωi` )} ⊆ {B ⊆ M` (Ωik+1 ) : B is ρ̃i` -open},
so it remains to show the other inclusion. Let B ⊆ M` (Ωik+1 ) such that B is ρ̃i` -open.
need to show that there is A ⊆ M(Ωi` ) such that B = f −1 (A). But f is a bijection, so we
take f (A) = B. Since B is open and f is continuous, f −1 (B) = A is open.
The proof of Lemma D.5 now follows directly.
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We
can



Lemma D.8 The Borel σ-algebra on M+ (Θ × Tbj ) induced by the topology generated by the
metric ρiTb is generated by sets of the form
E ∈ B(Θ) ⊗ B(Tbj ), p ∈ [0, 1],

{µ ∈ M+ (Θ × Tbj ) : E ∈ Σ(µ), µ(E) ≥ p} :

where Σ(µ) denotes the σ-algebra on which the probability measure µ is defined.
Proof. The set of types Tbi for player i is endowed with the relative topology of the product
topology on ×k∈N M+ (Ωik ). Using Lemma D.5, observe that the Borel σ-algebra B(Tbi ) is
generated by sets of the form


(µi1 , µi2 , . . .) ∈ Tbi : E ∈ Σ(µik ), µik (E) ≥ p :

k ∈ N, E ∈ B(Ωik ), p ∈ [0, 1],

where Σ(µ) is the σ-algebra associated with the probability measure µ. Using that ψ i is
canonical, it follows that B(T i ) is generated by sets of the form
E ∈ B(Θ) ⊗ B(Tbj ), p ∈ [0, 1].

{t̂ ∈ Tbi : E ∈ Σi (t̂i ), ψ i (t̂i )(E) ≥ p} :

To show that the Borel σ-algebra on M+ (Θ × T j ) is generated by sets of the form
E ∈ B(Θ) ⊗ B(Tbj ), p ∈ [0, 1],

{µ ∈ M+ (Θ × Tbj ) : µ(E) ≥ p} :

it is useful to start with some preliminary observations. Consider a homeomorphism f from
a topological space X to a topological space Y . Since a homeomorphism and its inverse are
both continuous, the functions f and f −1 are Borel measurable, so that
B(Y ) = {f (B) : B ∈ B(X)}.
By Proposition D.2, ψ i is a homeomorphism. Using Lemma D.9 and that ψ i is surjective, it
follows that
B(Θ × Tbj ) = {ψ i (B) : B ∈ B(Tbi )}

= σ ψ i ({t̂i ∈ Tbi : E ∈ Σi (t̂i ), ψ i (t̂i )(E) ≥ p}) :
E ∈ B(Θ) × B(Tbj ), p ∈ [0, 1]
= σ





{µ ∈ M+ (Θ × Tbj ) : E ∈ Σ(µ), µ(E) ≥ p} :
E ∈ B(Θ) × B(Tbj ), p ∈ [0, 1]

which is what needed to be shown.


,
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bi

Lemma D.9 The σ-algebra σ πBT i



k−1

on Tbi is generated by sets of the form
j
, p ∈ [0, 1].
E ∈ B(Θ) ⊗ Sk−1

{t̂i ∈ Tbi : E ∈ Σi (t̂i ), ψ i (t̂i )(E) ≥ p} :

Proof. The cases k = 2 and k > 2 are treated separately for notational reasons, but the
structure of the proofs is similar. First suppose k = 2. Recall that, since Θ is Polish, the
Borel σ-algebra on B1i = M(Θ) is generated by sets of the form
{µ ∈ M(Θ) : µ(E) ≥ p} :

E ∈ B(Θ), p ∈ [0, 1].

Then, using that the structure is canonical,

 Tbi −1
Tbi
=
πM(Θ) (B) : B ∈ B(Θ)}
σ πM(Θ)


−1
Tbi
({µ ∈ M(Θ) : µ(E) ≥ p}) : E ∈ B(Θ), p ∈ [0, 1]}
= σ
πM(Θ)


= σ {t̂i ∈ Tbi : margΘ ψ i (t̂i )(E) ≥ p} : E ∈ B(Θ), p ∈ [0, 1] .

Tbi
It follows that σ πM(Θ)
is generated by sets of the form
 i
{t̂ ∈ Tbi : E ∈ Σi (t̂i ), ψ i (t̂i )(E) ≥ p} : E ∈ B(Θ) ⊗ {Tbj , ∅}, p ∈ [0, 1].
Let k > 2. Using that the belief hierarchies are coherent, it holds that
  Tbi
−1
Tbi
σ πM(Θ)
= πM+ (Ωi ) (B) : B ∈ B(M+ (Ωik ))}.
k

Ωik
Ωi`

By Lemma D.5, and using that σ(π ) ⊆ B(Ωik ) for ` = 1, . . . , k − 1, it follows that the Borel
σ-algebra on M+ (Ωik ) is generated by sets of the form
{µ ∈ M+ (Ωik ) : E ∈ Σ(µ), µ(E) ≥ p} :

E ∈ B(Ωik ), p ∈ [0, 1],

where Σ(µ) for a probability measure µ denotes the σ-algebra on which that measure is defined.
j
Again using that the structure is canonical and that Ωik = Θ × Bk−1
, it holds that

 Tbi
−1
Tbi
σ πM(Θ)
=
πM+ (Ωi ) (B) : B ∈ B(M+ (Ωik ))}
k
n
−1

Tbi
= σ
πM+ (Ωi )
{µ ∈ M+ (Ωik ) : E ∈ Σ(µ), µ(E) ≥ p} ≥ p :
k
o
E ∈ B(Ωik ), p ∈ [0, 1]
n
= σ {t̂i ∈ Tbi : E ∈ Σ(margΘ×B j ψ i (t̂i )), ψ i (t̂i )(E) ≥ p} :
k−1
o
j
E ∈ B(Θ) ⊗ B(Θ ⊗ Bk−1 )
n
o
bj 
= σ {t̂i ∈ Tbi : E ∈ Σi (t̂i ), ψ i (t̂i )(E) ≥ p} : E ∈ B(Θ) ⊗ σ πBT j
.
k−1
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D.1.2

Proof

Consider the structure hTba , Tbb , χa , χb , (Ska )k∈N∪{∞} , (Skb )k∈N∪{∞} i defined in the proposition,
bi
i
:= B(Tbi ). For ease of reference, denote
with Ski := σ πBT i ), k ≥ 2, and S1i = {Tbi , ∅}, and S∞
k−1
the structure by T . To show that the structure T is an extended type structure, it needs to
be verified that there exists Z ∈ N ∪ {∞} such that Conditions 3.1–3.4 are satisfied for both
players.
It follows from Lemma D.4 that Condition 3.1 is satisfied if and only if Z = ∞. To show
that Conditions 3.2 and Condition 3.3 hold, it is sufficient to show that
bi 
bj 
 σ πBT i
⇐⇒
k > `.
(D.3)
σ πBT j
k−1

`−1

To show this, fix k < ∞, and suppose ` < k, so that k ≥ 2. Let E ∈ B(Θ) ⊗ S`j =
bj
B(Θ) ⊗ σ(πBT j ) and p ∈ [0, 1]. It then follows directly from Lemma D.9 that
`−1

bi
{t̂i ∈ Tbi : E ∈ Σi (t̂i ), ψ i (t̂i )(E) ≥ p} ∈ σ πBT i



.

k−1

Conversely, suppose that for every E ∈ B(Θ) ⊗ S`j and p ∈ [0, 1],
{t̂i ∈ Tbi : E ∈ Σi (t̂i ), ψ i (t̂i )(E) ≥ p} ∈ Ski .
We need to show that k > `. Suppose by contradiction that k ≤ `. It will be convenient to
distinguish two cases. First consider the case ` = 1, so that k = 1. Let E = (θ, Tbj ) for some
θ ∈ Θ, and fix p ∈ [0, 1). By assumption,
{t̂i ∈ Tbi : E ∈ Σi (t̂i ), ψ i (t̂i )(E) ≥ p} ∈ {Tbi , ∅}.
Note that E ∈ Σi (t̂i ) for every type t̂i ∈ Tbi . Since Θ contains at least two elements, and
B1i = M(Θ), there exist t̂i , ui ∈ Tbi such that ψ i (t̂i )(E) ≥ p > ψ i (ui )(E), a contradiction.
Next suppose ` ≥ 2. If k = 1, it is easy to see that a contradiction results using a
similar argument as above, so suppose k ≥ 2 (where k ≤ `). Recall that the Borel σj
algebra on a Polish space contains the singletons. Fix µ̃`−1 := (µ̃j1 , . . . , µ̃j`−1 ) ∈ B`−1
, and let
j
j
j
j
j
E = (θ, {(µ1 , . . . , µ`−1 , µ` , . . .) ∈ Tbj : (µ1 , . . . , µ`−1 ) = µ̃}) for some θ ∈ Θ, and let p ∈ (0, 1).
Note that if a contradiction is obtained for k = `, then a contradiction will result for any k < `.
bi
bi
i
So suppose k = `. Let ui , z i ∈ Tb∞
(so that E ∈ Σi (ui ), Σi (z i )) such that πBT i (ui ) = πBT i (z i )
`−1
`−1
and
margΘ×B j ψ i (ui )(E) = 1,
margΘ×B j ψ i (z i )(E) = 0.
`

Then, for any B ∈

bi
σ(πBT i ),
`−1

`

either ui , z i ∈ B or it is the case that ui 6∈ B and z i 6∈ B, that is,

bi

σ(πBT i ) does not separate ui and z i . But
`−1

ui ∈ {t̂i ∈ Tbi : E ∈ Σi (t̂i ), ψ i (t̂i )(E) ≥ p},
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and
z i 6∈ {t̂i ∈ Tbi : E ∈ Σi (t̂i ), ψ i (t̂i )(E) ≥ p},
a contradiction.
To see that Condition 3.4 is satisfied, note that ψ i is continuous, so that it is Borel
measurable. It follows that for all M ∈ B(M+ (Θ × Tbj )),
{t̂i ∈ Tbi : ψ i (t̂i ) ∈ M } ∈ B(Tbi ).
By Lemma D.8, the Borel σ-algebra on M+ (Θ × Tbj ) is generated by sets of the form
{µ ∈ M+ (Θ × Tbj ) : E ∈ Σ(µ), µ(E) ≥ p} :

E ∈ B(Θ) ⊗ B(Tbj ), p ∈ [0, 1],

where Σ(µ) denotes the σ-algebra associated with a probability measure µ. Using Corollary 4.24 of Aliprantis and Border (2005) and the fact that ψ is Borel measurable, it follows
that for every E ∈ B(Θ) ⊗ B(Tbj ) and p ∈ [0, 1],
{t̂i ∈ Tbi : E ∈ Σi (t̂i ), ψ i (t̂i )(E) ≥ p} ∈ B(Tbi ).
j
Moreover, it follows from (D.3) that there is no k ∈ N such that Ski  S∞
.
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